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In recent years, there has been much emphasis on the (re)construction of 
emancipatory practices, for example, Leonard‟s (1997) work on postmodern 
welfare and the reconstruction of an emancipatory project and Laird‟s (2001) 
chapter on helping women resist oppression by finding their voices and 
changing women‟s narratives. Particularly relevant and interesting to my study 
is Janks and Ivanic‟s (1992) work on critical language awareness and 
emancipatory discourse. In their chapter, they define emancipatory discourse as 
“using language, along with other aspects of social practice, in a way which 
works towards greater freedom and respect for all people” (Janks and Ivanic, 
1992: 305).  
Much of the emphasis on emancipatory discourse and practices has 
however been on language practices. What this study argues for is a multimodal 
or multi-semiotic approach to emancipatory discourse, that is, emancipatory 
discourse should explore and analyse ways in which language along with other 
semiotic systems can be used towards working for greater freedom and respect 
for all people.    
To illustrate this, I will be analysing the language, visuals and the 
intersemiotic complementarity (Royce, 1998) between these two semiotic 
systems in ten postcard advertisements from the Association of Women for 
Action and Research (henceforth AWARE). By analysing these postcards, I 
herald them as salutary models of how emancipatory discourse can and should 
be multimodal in its approach.  
Further, I explore several mechanisms in multimodal texts which make 
use of multi-semiotic resources, to demonstrate how a mechanism such as a 
vii 
semiotic metaphor or a visually terse text allows for taboo and sensitive issues 
such as marital rape and date rape to be addressed in a non-threatening and 
emotive manner, which language as a semiotic system on its own often cannot 
do adequately.  
It is hoped that this study will encourage more work and research on 
appropriating multi-semiotic resources to making emancipatory discourse more 
effective, accessible, powerful and taking it to a different level. I recommend 
infusing the critical awareness of multimodal practices into education as this 
empowers people with knowledge of how visual images stereotype people, as 
well as encourage photographers, artists, graphic designers to participate in the 
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Chapter 1  
Situating the research 
 
1.1 Emancipation in the modern world  
In the past few decades, many political and social movements around the 
world have taken huge leaps in securing greater freedom and rights for 
individual citizens and societal groups. In today‟s world, however, there still 
remain social and political forces and processes which disadvantage, 
discriminate against and disenfranchise in various ways, curtailing what is 
rightfully due to individual citizens, based on their equal status in relation to the 
state, regardless of religion, race, gender or other characteristics of individual 
people. Emancipation is still very much a relevant concept, albeit it might be 
conceived differently in different societies by different social groups. Women in 
many parts of the world, for instance, still face social inequality, derogatory 
treatment and abuse. Other groups which face marginalisation include the 
elderly, particular religious groups, homosexuals, the handicapped, ex-convicts, 
immigrant populations, inter alia. In perhaps more subtle ways, discrimination 
also affects individuals such as the illiterate, the less-educated and veiled 
Muslim women.  
 
1.1.1 The role of semiotic resources 
Often, the socio-political processes and forces and the historical 
conditions which give rise to the various forms of discrimination and unequal 
treatment act through and manifest themselves through texts and discourse 
(explained below). Texts and discourses, while often perceived primarily as 
linguistic and verbal, are in actual fact made up of a mixture of semiotic 
resources. The study of semiotic resources, what is referred to as social 
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semiotics, concerns what can be said and done with images and other semiotic 
means of communication and how the things people say and do with visuals and 
other semiotic means can be interpreted (see Jewitt and Oyama, 2001: 134). 
The study of social semiotics is an important and necessary one because, 
adapting Fowler et al‟s explanation, the “structures and goals of a society [have] 
impregnated its language [and other semiotic systems] with social meanings, 
many of which we regard as negative, dehumanising and restrictive in their 
effects” (Fowler et al., 1979: 196). Furthermore, the use of language along with 
other semiotic modes can be a motivating force in the way that people define 
themselves and are defined by others (cf. Voloshinov, 1973). This can be seen 
from how some people identify themselves with different music genres, or 
specific songs and singers, while others find expression through learning a 
dance style that typifies their character, hence the popularity of hip-hop dancing 
amongst young people today. Indeed the representation of reality and experience 
must go beyond an emphasis on language alone to examine how reality and 
experience are encoded by different semiotic modes and their interaction 
between these modes.  
Fairclough (2001) highlights three broad ways in which semiosis figures 
in social practices and within processes of change and these help our 
understanding of the role of semiosis. First, semiosis “figures as part of the 
social activity within a practice” (Fairclough, 2001: 28). For example, traffic 
police use both language and gestures to perform their roles and responsibilities. 
Second, “semiosis figures in representations… including social construction of 
practices [and] reflexive self-construction” (ibid.). Lastly, semiosis “figures in 
ways of being, in the constitution of identities” (ibid.), for instance, the image 
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and identity of Barack Obama is partly a semiotically constituted way of being.  
Before proceeding on to discuss the focus of the research, a few terms need to 
be clarified.  
 
1.1.2 Text, discourse and advertising  
The terms “text” and “discourse” need explanation. Georgakopoulou and 
Goutsos (1997: 1) state that texts are made up of combinations of language units 
such as sounds, words or sentences. Fairclough (2001: 20) points out that “a text 
is a product rather than a process – a product of the process of text production”. 
Discourse, however refers to the “whole process of social interaction of which a 
text is just a part”. This process includes “the process of production, of which 
the text is a product, and the process of interpretation, for which the text is a 
resource”. In discourse, the language units or “formal properties” (Fairclough, 
2001: 20), inclusive of the visuals, of a text are “traces of the productive process 
and [are] cues in the process of interpretation” (ibid.).  
An important point to note is that these productive and interpretative 
processes are “socially determined” (ibid.), involving “a recurring set of 
expressed and implied viewpoints that are manifested or covertly signaled in 
different texts” (Allison, 2002: 95). Van Dijk echoes this view:  
discourse and its mental (such as its meanings) dimensions are multiply 
embedded in social situations and social structures. And conversely, 
social relations and social structures are often constituted, constructed, 
validated, normalized, evaluated and legitimated in and by text and talk. 
(van Dijk, 1998:6) 
 
The term “discourse” has been applied to advertising and 
advertisements, resulting in terms such as “the discourse of advertising” (Cook, 
2001) and “advertising discourse” (Fairclough, 2001: 165ff). Leiss et al. (1990: 
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1ff) refer to advertising as “a privileged form of discourse”. Indeed it is clear 
that advertisements are being regarded as a discourse type, reinforcing the fact 
that advertisements are a result of mechanics of production – careful planning, 
designing and selection of words and visuals.  
Moreover, advertisements undergo processes of interpretation when 
viewers read and try to make sense of them. Leiss et al. (1990: 1) rightly point 
out how “the ways in which messages are presented in advertising reach deeply 
into our most serious concerns, [such as] interpersonal and family relations, the 
sense of happiness and contentment, sex roles and stereotyping… and many 
others”. This will inevitably affect the way people view and define themselves.       
 
1.1.3 Ideology  
Central to the ideas of discourse and advertising is the notion of 
ideology. Van Dijk defines ideology as “socially shared beliefs of groups” 
(1998: 135), these beliefs being based on “social interests of groups and social 
relations between groups” (ibid.). Indeed, “ideologies may also form the basis of 
specific arguments for, explanations of, specific social arrangements, or indeed 
influence a specific understanding of the world in general” (van Dijk, 1998: 8). 
In considering this, we need to recognize that ideologies reproduce unequal 
relations of power, domination and exploitation, many of which are often 
inaccurate and ungrounded constructions of society.  
A view of ideology as being dynamic is expedient and more constructive 
to our understanding of ideology, as it encourages perceiving ideologies as “in a 
process of change” (Mills, 1995: 12). A dynamic view implies that creators and 
recipients of discourse can resist, challenge, defend ideologies and their effects 
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and more significantly, positively reconstruct ideologies for emancipatory 
purposes.   
 
1.2 Emancipatory discourse  
Emancipatory Discourse is a term introduced by Janks and Ivanic to 
refer to “using language, along with other aspects of social practice, in a way 
which works towards greater freedom and respect for all people, including 
ourselves” (1992: 305). They relate this to how critical language awareness 
(CLA) can contribute to the process of emancipation, specifically, how CLA 
“empowers people to successfully contest the practices which disempower 
them… practices which reproduce patterns of domination and subordination in 
society…especially language practices” (ibid., emphasis mine). This, in their 
view, is what constitutes being truly emancipatory. Janks and Ivanic distinguish 
between two dimensions of emancipatory discourse: discourse which does not 
disempower others and discourse which resists disempowerment.  
Janks and Ivanic (1992: 306) use the analogy of top dogs and underdogs 
to state their case of how people in positions of power maintain their power, for 
instance, patients consent to the power society accords to doctors, due to their 
supposed superior experience and specialised knowledge. The authors also 
highlight how we consent to other racist, sexist and class-based values in 
society, and that the more uncontested these values are, the more they will 
continue to prevail as „common sense‟ in a society, resulting in what Gramsci 
(1971) terms „hegemony‟ (cited in Janks and Ivanic, 1992: 306).  
Following Janks and Ivanic‟s idea, the AWARE postcards can be seen as 
targeting three main “values” or value systems: (1) gender discrimination that 
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manifests itself specifically in the practice of unequal pay scales; (2) sexual 
abuse of various forms, namely, sexual harassment, date rape, marital rape and 
incest; and (3) common, misleading and detrimental portrayals and depictions 
by various facets of society of what constitutes beauty. The postcards targeting 
gender discrimination encourage viewers to contest the prevalent practice of 
unequal pay scales, the practice of which is often justified by the logic that men 
in Singapore serve National Service and hence deserve a higher pay scale than 
females to make up for the years they sacrificed. The challenge posed is then for 
women to be pro-active and contest this hegemonic “value” of Singapore 
society.  
The second category of postcards seeks to contest acts of sexual abuse 
which often take place in private and personal spaces, and are hence harder to 
deal with, by creating awareness that female victims need not accede to the 
various forms of sexual abuse, which often are able to continue as the victims 
feel that the perpetrators, be it their father/step-father, boyfriend or superior at 
work, are in supposedly superior positions, making it hard for the victims to 
voice out what they are going through.  
The third set of postcards addresses a more subtle “value”, that of 
widespread depictions of what constitutes beauty in society, which are 
propagated in advertisements, lifestyles of celebrities (e.g. the things they do to 
be slim), and television programmes. These portrayals of beauty, if uncontested, 
can be a form of hegemony, as businesses and organisations selling products and 
lifestyle choices which promote certain ideals of “beauty” will stand to profit, 
when people conform to these ideals by purchasing the product and lifestyle 
choices. These businesses and corporations will try to perpetuate and strengthen 
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these ideals by making them appear as commonsensical and natural as possible.   
Therefore, it is pertinent that the production of emancipatory discourse is 
not only continued but refinements to it are necessary and urgent, in particular, 
exploring other ways to construct emancipatory discourse, such as through 
different or a combination of semiotic modes. As Lee accurately puts across:  
The production of text has a good deal to do with the exercise 
of power. Given the way in which perspective is mediated 
through textual structures and textual processes, it would 
appear that those who control the production of text control the 
operation of ideology. (Lee, 1992: 107, emphasis mine) 
 
Extrapolating Lee‟s point of view that discourse is clearly a site of influence, 
emancipatory discourse can and should be used to positively influence the 
mediation of perspective, for instance, how society ought to view unequal pay 
scales and whether they can do something about it, how people perceive what 
constitutes real beauty, and whether victims of sexual abuse know and believe 
that there is a recourse for them. Also, the production of discourse should not be 
solely in the hands of people in positions of power and those who are 
commercially-motivated and profit-driven. More research and work need to be 
done and focused on how to facilitate and nurture the production of multimodal 
emancipatory discourse, the critical awareness of it and re-invest power into the 
hands of not just discourse analysts but even lay people such as photographers 
and graphic designers.  
 The limited work that has been done on emancipatory discourse has thus 
far been emphasising mainly the linguistic aspect, that is, how language 
contributes to the process of subjection and using language to liberate ourselves 
and others. Some of the work done include Coupland and William‟s (2002) 
examination of pharmaceutical discourses targeted for women going through 
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menopause and they compare two of these discourses which reproduce negative 
perceptions of menopause to a (purportedly) emancipatory one which 
reconstructs menopause as a positively significant rite of passage. Their study is 
commendable in that they attempt quite successfully to show how there is a lack 
of emancipatory language to talk about menopause and they manage to reveal 
how two sets of discourses are “politicised, ideologically loaded and potentially 
highly influential to women in mid-life” (2002: 442). However, the example of 
emancipatory discourse they herald appears to be unnatural and not as 
emancipatory as it is supposed to be, because the terms used are too ethereal, 
such as their naming of the three stages of a woman‟s life as “Maiden”, 
“Mother” and “Crone” and accompanying descriptions like “Sacred Blood of 
Wisdom”, “reconnect a woman to her core self, helping her rediscover her 
connection to the earth” (emphasis mine), which may be inaccessible and 
incomprehensible to women who find the terms too figurative. However, this 
shortcoming sheds light on how emancipatory discourse needs to be construed 
in terms which are reader-friendly and accessible, and capable of reaching 
people from all walks of life and educational levels.  
 Other notable work on emancipatory discourse include the analyses of  
Nelson Mandela‟s autobiographies and Desmond Tutu‟s book entitled No 
Future Without Forgiveness done by Martin and Rose (2007), studies on 
strategies of resistance employed by teachers and pupils in a Hong Kong school 
done by Lin (1999, 2000), Canagarajah‟s (1999) work on resistant discourse 
practices conducted by school pupils and teachers in Sri Lanka,  and Bunzl‟s 
(2000) studies on how gay men re-appropriate various gendered features of 
Viennese German for their own purposes, in the process, undermining gendered 
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features of the language. Bunzl‟s work is helpful in demonstrating how groups 
can:   
at once appropriate and resist their abject positioning in the 
larger socio-sexual field by contributing to a resistive 
rearticulation and creative reimagination of the performative 
and socio-discursively transported construction of gender and 
sexuality (Bunzl, 2000: 211, emphasis mine).  
 
Bunzl‟s ideas articulate well what emancipatory discourse must aim to do and is 
capable of achieving – (re)appropriate a variety of semiotic resources, resist 
disempowering discourses, (re)articulate positions of disadvantaged and unfairly 
represented groups and ideas in society to aid a re-imagining of one‟s identity 
and position in society, particularly of those who are discriminated against or 
adversely affected by unfair representations, whether through visual, verbal 
means or a combination of different semiotic modes.    
 In order to (re)articulate social constructions like gender, sexuality, 
beauty and other societal imaginings, emancipatory discourse needs to go 
beyond an emphasis on language, to discover other methods and devices that 
draw from multimodal semiotics, which are capable of advancing the potential 
and effectiveness of emancipatory discourse in implementing and influencing 
change. Language is one of the many semiotic systems and there are other 
semiotic systems which have a lot of meaning potential, such as kinesthetics 
which includes posture, gesture, gaze and object handling. Jewitt and Jones‟ 
(2008) study, for example, shows how the body language used in classroom 
interaction between teacher and pupils can affect larger issues of policy and 
politics (2008: 150) and how attention to multimodal semiotics can help uncover 
„silent‟ discourses of power (2008: 159). Bowcher‟s idea of “a social artifact, or 
something whose properties are established as „meaningful‟ in a society” is also 
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helpful in showing the usefulness of a multimodal approach to emancipatory 
discourse, as she explains how “social artefacts” represent a specific deployment 
of resources (2007: 240). These resources come from a range of different modes 
which share in the construal of meaning, as also demonstrated by some of the 
work done on how ideology is constructed and reproduced through text and 
image (see, for example, Lassen et al, 2005). This leads us to the next section 
which will present an overview of the Association of Women for Action and 
Research and the emancipatory work they are doing. I also show how these 
postcards are salutary examples of emancipatory discourse in the way they 
employ semiotic resources, particularly the visual, to challenge the status quo. 
 
1.3 Background of the Association of Women for Action and Research 
The Association of Women for Action and Research (henceforth 
AWARE) was founded in 1985 with the aim of campaigning for gender equality 
in a coherent and consistent way. They do this by advocating women‟s rights 
and carrying out research into gender inequality and other issues relevant to 
women, working to bring about changes in law, policies and mindsets that 
discriminate against women. Some of their successes include contributing to 
revisions in the penal code and the constitutional amendment to accord same 
citizenship rights to the children of Singaporean women as the children of 
Singaporean men and the equalization of medical benefits for male and female 
civil servants. AWARE also provides a range of direct services for women, such 
as crisis help line, counselling and a free legal clinic. The Aware Training 
Institute (ATI) develops and conducts proprietary programmes and also 
organises workshops and talks by other parties. The focus is on issues relevant 
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to women, such as sexual harassment, self-esteem, body image and financial 
planning. The activities AWARE is involved in, as can be seen, work towards 
freedom from constraining and unfair legal and societal practices, equality and 
greater respect for women. In this sense, they are very much emancipatory in 
nature.  
 
1.3.1 Choice of data  
 This study draws upon postcards from the Association of Women for 
Action and Research (AWARE), with a view to demonstrating how 
emancipatory discourse should be reconstructed multimodally, instead of just 
focusing on linguistic means and what the advantages are for such an approach. 
These postcards come from three different series of campaigns undertaken by 
AWARE over a period of about seven years: the first series target the unequal 
pay scales for men and women, the second addresses various kinds of sexual 
abuse, and the third provides alternative and positive depictions of what 
constitutes beauty (the images were picked from entries submitted for a 
photography competition with the theme of “Re-defining Beauty”).  
I will treat and refer to these postcards as advertisements, as they display 
several of Guy Cook‟s (2001: 219ff) prototypical features of advertising 
discourse, namely, they are “multimodal”, “parasitic: appropriating the voices of 
other genres”, “merge the features of public and private discourse, and the 
voices of authority and intimacy”, and more relevant to emancipatory discourse, 
they “seek to alter addressees‟ behaviour” and “provoke social [and] moral… 
judgements”.  AWARE‟s postcards also fit into Wilmshurst and Mackay‟s 
(1999: 23) definition of advertising as (1) “presenting a totally controllable 
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message”, by which they mean the advertiser has the right to insist on his/her 
message appearing exactly as he/she chooses; (2) [delivering] messages to large 
numbers of people at low cost per message, if we consider the widespread 
availability of Zocard stands, where these postcards can be found.  
AWARE‟s postcards can be perceived as promoting emancipatory 
ideology and also creating public awareness of their helpline services, which is 
similar to some advertisements which focus on promoting their brand name. A 
defining feature of many of AWARE‟s postcards is there is only one main 
image for the viewer‟s attention to rest upon. This characteristic, which I term as 
singularity of images, is expounded in Chapter 4. The analysis of the postcards 
is done using Royce‟s (1998) framework of intersemiotic complementarity.  
 
1.4 Analytical framework - Royce’s framework for intersemiotic 
complementarity   
 
Royce‟s (1998) framework of intersemiotic complementarity (see Table 
1.1) is used to analyse the postcards, as it provides a proper tool-kit to examine 
the complementary relationships and workings that take place between the 
verbal and visual mode. The ideational component of Royce‟s framework also 
allows an examination of the ideological dimension of the data (see Bowcher, 
2007).  
 This framework is still a much-needed rarity in the field of multimodal 
analysis, as borrowing Royce‟s terms, analytical tool-kits which “specifically 
[target] the nature of the intersemiotic semantic relationships between the visual 
and verbal modes, to explain just what features make multimodal text visually-
verbally coherent” (2007: 63) are few. In other words, this tool-kit allows 
multimodal discourse analysts to discuss and explain in concrete and helpful 
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terms, how the interaction and intersemiosis that take place between the visual 
and verbal semiotic modes, within the boundaries of a single text, work to 
produce a “unified coherent message” (Royce, 1998: 26) to viewers (or readers). 
It has the potential to provide evidence for the visual and verbal modes working 
together semantically, that is, the “semantic interface” (Royce, 2007: 66) 
between the visual and verbal semiotic systems, and analyse what is the 
“function of the visual vis-à-vis the verbal mode and vice versa” (ibid.).    
 The framework works towards identifying and explicating the visual-
verbal intersemiotic complementarity through the adaptation and application of 
the linguistic concepts and analytical techniques commonly used in the analysis 
of the cohesion in language (Royce, 1998: 25).  One of the linguistic theories the 
framework is based on is the Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL) view of 
language as “social semiotic” (Halliday, 1978), implying that a text in SFL is 
both social and semantic. Following Halliday‟s (1985) three metafunctions of 
language, namely ideational, interpersonal and textual, Royce adopts the view 
that viewing a visual “involves the simultaneous interplay” of three elements 
which correlate to Halliday‟s three metafunctions (Royce, 2007: 66). These 
three elements comprise the represented participants, the interactive 
participants and the visual‟s coherent structural elements. Royce (2007: 66) 
defines the represented participants as all the elements or entities that are 
actually present in the visual, whether animate or inanimate, which represent the 
situation shown, the current world view, or states of being in the world, while 
interactive participants refer to participants who are interacting with each other 
in the act of reading a visual, that is, the graphic designer, and the viewer. The 
coherent structural elements, or visual compositional features, relate to the 
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elements of layout in a visual text which are arranged to integrate the 
representative and interactive participants, such that they all work together to 
“represent a particular culturally and ideologically dependent structuring of the 
world view which the graphic designers…wish to present at that point in time 
and context” (Royce, 2007: 67).  
 Royce‟s framework is a vigorous one divided into three sub-components 
– the Ideational, Interpersonal and Compositional, allowing very comprehensive 
analysis. I will use the Ideational component of the framework to steer the 
analysis of the postcards, as the intersemiotic relations identified by Royce in 
this component complement the discussion on semiotic metaphor, a mechanism 
proposed by O‟Halloran (1999a, 1999b) and which is found in many of the 
AWARE‟s postcards . Notwithstanding, I acknowledge the important role of 
interpersonal and compositional features to emancipatory discourse and 
meaning-making in the AWARE postcards, and will discuss these features when 
relevant.  
 The component of Royce‟s framework which analyses the interpersonal 
features of a multimodal text concerns looking at the ways that relations 
between the visual and the viewer are represented. One of these involves 
examining the intersemiotic MOOD, or the way the modes address the viewers, 
the four primary speech functions being offer, command, statement and question 
(Halliday, 1985: 68). To analyse how the visuals perform ideational, 
interpersonal and compositional functions, Royce frequently draws on the terms 
and ideas presented by Kress and van Leeuwen (1990, 1996) in their 
formulation of a grammar for visual design and analysis. For instance, to 
identify the speech function, or what Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) re-interpret 
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as “image acts” of visuals, one looks for the presence of visual techniques that 
directly address the viewer, like a hand gesture, gaze or the absence of it, and 
facial expressions, all of which are well-elucidated in Kress and van Leeuwen‟s 
grammar of visual design.  
The level of involvement by a viewer can be gauged by looking out for 
features such as horizontal angle and frontal or oblique point of view, while 
power relations between viewers and represented participants is determined by 
the vertical angle formed between them, that is, whether viewers look up to, 
down to, or at eye level with the represented participants. The size of frame used 
has an effect on the degrees of social distance encoded between the represented 
participants and the viewer, and this relates also to features like how much of the 
human body is shown, whether the shot is close-up, medium shot or long shot, 
all of which can contribute to how intimate or distant the viewer feels towards 
the represented participants (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1990). Lastly, modality is 
affected by features such as contextualisation (how full the background is), the 
degree of detail and colour saturation.  
 The visual meanings that emerge from the analysis are then compared to 
the verbal meanings found by analysing the MOOD element and modality 
features of the clauses in the text, leading to identification of intersemiotic 
relations of Reinforcement of Address, Attitudinal Congruence (similar kind of 
attitude) and Attitudinal Dissonance (opposite or ironic attitude).  
 In examining compositional features, one looks out for features of the 
layout which “allow the elements on the page(s) to cohere as part of the one 
multimodal text… to convey…a sense of unity, of cooperation, and of 
consistency in terms of the total message” (Royce, 2007: 73). Major principles 
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of composition such as use of balance, vectors, visual framing and reading paths 
come into play.   
 The ideational metafunction is fundamental to my discussion as it 
pertains to how a combination of different semiotic modes can help re-represent 
reality, experience and ideas. In AWARE‟s advertisement, this concerns issues 
like what is real beauty, in what way gender discrimination manifests itself, and 
the traumatic experiences of rape and sexual abuse. In Royce‟s framework, an 
analysis of the ideational entails identification of represented participants and 
who/what are they interacting with, the activity and processes taking place, the 
circumstances (which refers to setting, means and accompaniment), and 
attributes of the participants. All these will conflate into what Royce terms 
Visual Message Elements (VMEs), which are “visual features [carrying] 
semantic properties… potentially realised by a variety of visual techniques at the 
disposal of the visual designers” (Royce, 2007: 70).  
These VMEs are then checked against similar or differentiated meanings 
in the verbal text to identify semantically related lexical items, producing a 
series of lexical inventories. Royce highlights that this analysis is in similar vein 
to Halliday and Hasan‟s (1976) analysis of cohesion in text, in that, the analyst 
looks out for “ideational cohesive relations between the modes in a multimodal 
text” (Royce, 2007: 70), which Royce puts forward as sense relations of 
Repetition for the repetition of experiential meaning; Antonymy for an opposite 
experiential meaning; Synonymy for similar experiential meaning; Hyponymy for 
the classification of a general class of something and its subclasses; Meronymy 
for reference to the whole of something; and Collocation for words that tend to 




There are three aspects of the ideational component in the framework 
which warrant discussion. Firstly, Royce does not explain clearly the difference 
between the relations of Repetition and Synonymy, as the terms “repetition” and 
“similar” used respectively to describe the two rather similar sense relations are 
rather unhelpful, when one is torn between deciding which is the more 
appropriate term to describe a phenomenon of the visual being alike in meaning 
to the verbal, as something which is repeated can also be described as being 
Table 1.1  Royce’s analytical framework for visual-verbal intersemiotic 
complementarity (Reproduced from O‟Halloran, 2005: 164) 
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similar. It would be more helpful to define Repetition as a case of an object in 
one semiotic mode being represented identically in another semiotic mode. An 
example of Repetition is found in Postcard 1, where the lexical item “plastic 
cover” is also identically represented by the visual image of a plastic cover/veil 
being worn by a girl. On the other hand, Synonymy involves an object in one 
semiotic mode being realised in another semiotic mode by another item which 
has the same sense or relatedness in meaning but not exactly identical like in the 
case of Repetition. In Postcard 1, the lexical item “the surface” is an instance of 
Synonymy, as the image of the plastic cover/veil has sameness of meaning as 
“the surface”, in that, the plastic cover is just the surface of the girl‟s true 
(hidden) appearance that lies beneath the plastic cover. It should be noted too 
that Repetition could be viewed as 100% Synonymy. 
Secondly, Royce‟s term of meronymy should not be confused with the 
broader and commonly used term of “metonymy”. Royce defines meronymy as 
the relation between the part and the whole of something. This differs from the 
broader term “metonymy”, which more accurately refers to the mental process 
of accessing one conceptual entity via another entity and not simply mean 
substituting one entity for another in a part-whole relationship (Panther and 
Radden, 1999: 19). There could perhaps be an introduction of other sense 
relations to describe phenonema such as one entity standing for another because 
both concepts coexist within the same domain, but not necessarily as a part-
whole relation, like the example used by Evans and Green (2006: 312) of how a 
ham sandwich can be used to describe a customer as they both exist within the 
domain of a café. Examples of an entity standing for another even though they 
are not part-whole related happens often in the visual mode as well, and it is this 
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very sense relation which allows graphic designers to show their creative flair.  
Another possible relation not covered under Royce‟s framework is one 
of parallelism, which is evident in my study. This occurs in Postcard 10: Sexual 
harassment and refers to an intersemiotic process whereby two semiotic modes 
are fused in such a way that a concept which is linguistically represented, for 
example, one‟s personal space and boundary, is paralleled to another semiotic 
mode, for instance, the space between a person and the eye chart used to test 
one‟s eyesight. This concept will be discussed further in the analysis chapter. 
The introduction of other sense relations will allow Royce‟s framework to 
account for a wider range of intersemiotic relations which may not fall under the 
sense relations described in the current framework. Nonetheless, Royce‟s 
framework offers a useful and comprehensive analytical tool-kit to examine and 
describe the intersemiotic workings taking place in a multimodal page-based 
text. In addition, it can be used in conjunction with other tool-kits for visual 
analysis, such as Michael O‟Toole‟s (1994) framework to analyse paintings.  
 
 
1.5 Research focus  
 
Social issues such as the unequal treatment of men and women, different 
forms of sexual abuse of females and young children, and stereotypical and 
unhealthy definitions and depictions of beauty are contested, challenged and 
indeed, the public are made to be more critically aware of these happenings. In 
the series for re-defining beauty, for example, alternative portrayals (the 
photograph) and definitions (the accompanying linguistic write up) of beauty are 
constructed and in the series which addresses sexual abuse, recourses and 
avenues of help are offered to the victims to cope with the abusive practices. 
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Such is and should be one of the aims of emancipatory discourse, for if it is true 
that “discourses do not exist in a vacuum but are in constant conflict with other 
discourses and social practices which inform them over questions of truth and 
authority” (Mills, 1997: 19, emphasis mine), it becomes important that the 
production of more emancipatory discourses is required to significantly contest 
the discourses and practices which currently serve to disempower and 
disadvantage individuals and social groups, and hopefully impede the renewal 
and repetition of these discourses and practices.  
This thesis then sets out to propose and encourage the reconstructing of 
emancipatory discourse as multimodal texts, as it is believed that the 
deployment of different semiotic systems, and the synergistic intersemiotic 
relationships between semiotic systems can contribute to making a more 
powerful and effective form of emancipatory discourse, and renew it with a 
fresh purpose and energy, to bring about positive change in perspectives, 
influence social practices for the better and liberate individuals from 
disempowering situations. Some mechanisms of multimodality will be discussed 
in Chapter 4, with the hope that there will be further possible innovations and 
introductions of inter/multi-semiotic mechanisms.  
Further in Chapter 5, I highlight the need to infuse critical awareness of 
multimodal practices into education, adopting the view that learning what it 
means to view and design images from disempowered subject positions can be 
empowering for disadvantaged groups. This can also equip people with 
knowledge of how visual images stereotype people, as well as encourage 
photographers, artists, graphic designers to participate in the designing and 
creation of multimodal emancipatory texts.  
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1.6 Overview 
Chapter 2 reviews important theoretical frameworks and concepts, 
including the concept of social semiotic, systemic functional theory, multimodal 
discourse, and the notion of metaphor, particularly semiotic metaphor and 
metaphors in other semiotic modes. I also attempt to situate my research in light 
of Martin‟s (2004) idea of Positive Discourse Analysis (PDA), showing how 
multimodal emancipatory discouse is an example of PDA.   
Chapter 3 presents the analysis of the ten AWARE postcards. The 
analysis is divided into subsections using the different intersemiotic relations 
proposed by Royce in the Ideational component of his framework.   
Chapter 4 then crystallises the analysis by foregrounding five multi-
semiotic mechanisms used in the postcards, namely, semiotic metaphor, visual 
terseness, singularity of image, multi-semiotic chains of references and 
intersemiotic fusion.  
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes by recommending the infusion of the 
teaching of multimodality in education and why this helps people to be critically 
aware of how visual depictions can perpetuate stereotypes. I also highlight some 
possible limitations to the implementation of a multimodal agenda in 
emancipatory discourse.  
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Chapter 2  
Theoretical Review 
2.1 Overview of chapter  
This chapter looks at concepts pivotal to the discussion, such as social 
semiotic, systemic functional theory and multimodal discourse. Some current 
tool-kits for multimodal discourse analysis are reviewed.  I also show how 
multimodal emancipatory discouse is an example of Martin‟s (2004) idea of 
Positive Discourse Analysis (PDA). Further on, the notion of metaphor, 
particularly semiotic metaphor and metaphors in other semiotic modes, is 
discussed. I then proceed to suggest how semiotic metaphor (O‟Halloran, 1999a, 
1999b, 2003, 2005) can complement the relations of intersemiotic 
complementarity in the ideational component of Royce‟s framework. 
 
2.2 Social Semiotic  
Halliday‟s (1978) views language as a “social semiotic” and makes four 
central claims about language, it is functional in terms of what it can do or what 
can be done with it, semantic in that it is able to construct meanings, contextual 
in that social and cultural situations affect and influence the exchange of 
meanings and semiotic, in that, it is a process of making meanings by choosing 
“from the total set of options that constitute what can be meant” (Halliday, 
1978: 53). This social semiotic view of language can be extended to other 
semiotic systems, as the four claims do apply aptly to the visual mode and other 
systems. Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) use Halliday‟s terms to elucidate how 
every semiotic fulfils both an ideational function of representing the world and 
our experiences and an interpersonal function of enacting social interactions as 
social relations. Whether through linguistic, visual, auditory or other modes, we 
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are simultaneously communicating, doing something to, or for, or with others in 
the present social context and representing some aspect of the world. 
Considering that systemic functional linguistics itself is very much grounded on 
a social semiotic perspective, non-linguistic domains can very much tap on 
linguistics as a master discipline and borrow from and adapt the extensive 
frameworks for analysing language to explain semiotic features.  
This social semiotic view of language and other semiotic systems is 
important to my research on emancipatory discourse, as it relates to a central 
idea of my thesis that multimodal resources can be employed for emancipatory 
purposes (functional), to produce meanings (semantic) which contest specific 
contexts which discriminate against particular groups of people (contextual), by 
choosing the best possible mode(s) or a combination of modes to reflect and 
convey the desired emancipatory meanings (semiotic).  
 
2.3 Systemic Functional Linguistics Theory 
 Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), or what is sometimes referred to 
as functional grammar (Halliday, 1994; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004), looks 
at grammar in terms of how grammar is used. It provides a language and indeed, 
a grammar to talk about how languages function. Halliday (1994) proposes four 
metafunctions to understand how language and discourses function and work, 
which will be discussed in detail later. One salient characteristic of Hallidayan 
meta-functions is its easy applicability “to all modes imaginable and to the 
multimodal text as a whole” (Stöckl, 2004: 25), hence, it has been applied to 
many different areas and domains such as critical discourse analysis 
(Fairclough, 1992), multimodal analysis (Royce, 1998, 2007; O‟Halloran, 2007; 
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Lim, 2004), devising of grammars for the semiotics of action (Martinec, 1998) 
and the semiotics of sound (van Leeuwen, 1999), and in particular, has 
influenced work on visual images (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996, 2006; 
O‟Toole, 1994).  
Functional grammar provides the tools of analysis to understand how 
language and discourses function and work in four main ways or metafunctions, 
the first of which is establishing interpersonal relationship with viewers and 
readers of these discourses (interpersonal), In this sense, discourse is dialogic 
(Halliday, 1994).  
The second function, or what Halliday terms as metafunction, is 
language and discourse convey information and represent the world, that is, it is 
ideational or experiential. The emphasis is on the „content‟ of the message and 
how from the set of resources and the many possible alternative choices 
language provides, the creator of a discourse or text chooses a particular way to 
represent the world. This involves “looking for processes in a text…events 
taking places or relationships among things” (Martin et al, 1997: 5) or “„goings-
on‟ (verbs) involving things (nouns) which may have attributes (adjectives) and 
which go on against background details of place, time, manner etc (adverbials)” 
(Thompson, 1996: 76).  
The textual function concerns “how speakers construct their messages in 
a way which makes them fit smoothly into the unfolding language event” 
(Thompson, 1996: 117), in other words, it has to do with how a text is organised 
to produce a coherent message. The last function, the logical metafunction, 
refers to the construction of logical relationships between clauses (Halliday, 
1994; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004) and connections between messages and 
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the ways in which these connections are signalled (Thompson, 1996: 35).      
Halliday‟s meta-functional construction of language is helpful, as Martin 
et al (1997: 1) describe, “functional grammar sees grammar as shaped by, and as 
playing a significant role in shaping, the way we get on with our lives. Its 
orientation is social”. Baldry and Thibault also rightly express that “Halliday‟s 
functional definition of text helps us to see that text is a constitutive part of some 
meaning-making event or activity in which the text participates” (2006: 3).  
My analyses focus on the grammatical systems Transitivity, Mood and 
Theme. Transitivity typically corresponds to the ideational metafunction, Mood 
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as text in context 
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Table 2.1 Context metafunction hook-up hypothesis  
(Adapted from Christie and Unsworth, 2000:9) 
 
2.4  Multimodal discourse analysis  
Multimodal discourse analysis is a “perspective on discourse which 
holds that meanings are created in text and interactions in a complex interplay of 
semiosis across multiple modes which include but are not limited to written and 
spoken language” (Bhatia et al, 2008: 129). What this connotes is “the „same‟ 
meaning can often be expressed in different semiotic modes” (Kress and van 
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Leeuwen, 2001: 1) or even through a combination of different modes. This is 
grounded on a view of multimodality in which “common semiotic principles 
operate in and across different modes” (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001: 2). I will 
use the terms multimodality and multi-semiotics interchangeably as both pertain 
to making meaning through a deployment and co-deployment of a combination 
of semiotic resources. The strength of multimodal research lies in its 
interdisciplinary nature and how it “draws theories from language, semiotics, 
and media studies, sifts through them and tests their productivity and 
effectiveness when applied to a range of other semiotic resources (Lim, 2007: 
196). Moreover, multimodality is widespread and everywhere. Kress goes to the 
extent of claiming that “all texts are multimodal” (Kress, 2000: 187). 
 
2.4.1  The widespread use of multimodality 
Advertisements, for example, use various platforms like billboards, 
brochures, radio advertisements, internet banners inter alia to present products, 
information, ideas and ideals of life, of which many of these platforms are 
multimodal in nature. Textbooks and other educational resources have for a long 
time been multimodal, for example, the use of graphs and diagrams in 
Economics, scientific and mathematical discourse, and pictorial illustrations in 
Geography and History textbooks, and are increasingly becoming even more 
multimodal in nature, with the growing popularity of pedagogy advocating 
multisensory learning (see, for example, Baines 2008) and multiple 
intelligences, commonly associated with Howard Gardner (see Gardner 1993, 
1999 and Finnegan, 2002). Political discourse, too, has incorporated multimodal 
aspects, as seen from how political speeches are interspersed with graphical and 
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diagrammatic illustrations with three-dimensional effects and sound and video 
clips (see, for example, Sauer, 2007 and Schieß, 2007) and in political 
campaigning, candidates mock opposition parties using cartoons, Japan‟s 
Liberal Democratic Party‟s cartoon representations of Yukio Hatoyama in the 
pre-election campaign 2009 is a case in point. As described by Prior (2009: 27), 
“multimodality has always and everywhere been present as representations are 
propagated across multiple media and as any situated event is indexically fed by 
all the modes present, whether they are focalized or backgrounded”.     
Multimodality is and will continue to be ubiquitous largely due to the 
pervading popularity and widespread use and improvement of media 
technology, including (but not limited to) information technology, multimedia 
software, tools for electronic publishing, digital media, advanced film and video 
technology and music technology, all of which are complemented by the 
increasing accessibility of the World Wide Web. Moreover, “in the age of 
digitalisation, the different modes have become the same at some level of 
representation, and they can be operated by one multi-skilled person, using one 
interface, one mode of physical manipulation” (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001: 
2), which allows him or her to choose which semiotic mode will best express a 
mood or emotion. This necessitates more research into multimodal discourse, 
the interaction between different semiotic modes and the invention of analytical 
tools and frameworks to aid the analysis of the aforementioned, because it is 
often in intersemiotic interactions found in multimodal discourse, that is, when 
different semiotic modes work with each other, that meaning is (re)created, 
(re)contested and (re)negotiated. This will lead to a better understanding of how 
different semiotic resources operate together in producing an overall meaning 
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made in a text.  
 
2.5 Multimodal Emancipatory Discourse as Positive Discourse Analysis  
 At this point, it is relevant and pertinent to tie in the mechanisms and 
functions of multimodal text explored above with Martin‟s (2004) discussion of 
Positive Discourse Analysis. Martin, in his paper, suggests a “complementary 
perspective, on language and semiosis, which functions to make the world a 
better place” (2004: 1), arguing for a move for Critical Discourse Analysis to 
move beyond “exposing power as it naturalises itself in discourse” 
(deconstructive) to “a complementary focus on community, taking into account 
how people get together and make room for themselves in the world – in ways 
that redistribute power without necessarily struggling against it” (productive) 
(2004: 6-7).  
The relevance of Positive Discourse Analysis to the semiotic 
mechanisms discussed above and to this thesis is that in this present age of 
technologisation and digitalization, knowledge and social representations can be 
constructed by citizens themselves (cf. citizen journalism) and photographers 
both amateurs and professionals can play an active role in redefining and 
reconstructing emancipatory discourses.  In other words, with the plethora of 
tools available, such as those for graphic design, photography and editing, 
people are empowered to (re)create, (re)construct multimodal texts catering to 
emancipatory causes. In doing so, communities of like-minded people can help 
to redefine and reshape social representations, beliefs, attitudes and concepts, 
producing liberating discourses and visual texts, such as AWARE‟s redefining 
beauty photographs and its series of postcards advocating equal pay scales and 
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informing the public about marital and date rape, inter alia.  
Advertisements for instance often use images which have been digitally 
edited and enhanced, particularly those involving models both male and female, 
improving their appearances and making them look ridiculously thin, and in 
doing so, perpetuating popular but unhealthy and inaccurate depictions of what 
beauty or an “acceptable” body figure means. The designers and creators of 
multimodal emancipatory discourse can and must re-appropriate these tools of 
editing and design for positive, constructive and liberating purposes. While some 
of AWARE‟s postcards still operate in the critique mode of Critical Discourse 
Analysis, other postcards, in particular those from the redefining beauty 
campaign, are what Martin heralds as Positive Discourse Analysis.      
 
2.5.1 Multimodality, communication and ideology – Critical multimodal 
discourse analysis 
 
As multimodality affects the way communication is and will be carried 
out, as argued by Kress and van Leeuwen (2001), the way people communicate 
changes because modes of communication are further integrating visual aspects. 
Machin points out how in the past, different semiotic modes were perceived in 
segregated roles even if they worked together, whereas the situation with visual 
communication has changed, as people now “tend to use the different modes 
together in a much more integrated fashion” (Machin, 2007: 17). This is also 
fuelled by an “increased interest in aesthetics of visual design” (Machin, 2007: 
19). Machin illustrates how language and images, with the aid of technology, 
interchange even more today to shape what he terms „look‟ and „feel‟ or 
meaning potential of a text, as seen from how a traditional letter using only 
words can now be spruced up to convey different moods through the use of 
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typeface or colour and an electricity bill fifteen years ago would now be 
decorated with the use of logos, colour and interesting fonts, text boxes, frames 
and other visual cues. If what Machin (2007: vii) says is true that visual 
resources are used to “convey information, attitude and style that speak to a 
particular kind of person in a particular kind of way”, the study of how visual 
resources are effectively utilised to produce coherent communication then 
becomes even more important as it relates to how ideology is conveyed to 
people, especially ideology which influences how a person views himself or 
herself, interprets his or her rights, defines positions of power and shapes his or 
her patterns of thought and behaviour. 
Critical multimodal discourse analysis can help uncover how images 
make certain interpretations and presentations of the society, people and the 
world by different groups appear natural and commonsensical, as evidenced by 
the study done by van Leeuwen and Machin (2005), which showed how movies 
and computer games in the United States depict Africans as evil-doers, 
deliberately masking over the fact that the United States had been suppliers of 
arms to them for several decades. Cordeiro (2000) researched on how visuals 
and language were used in the portrayal of violence, adventure and danger as 
common and desirable traits of masculinity in For Him Magazine (FHM) in 
Singapore and Jewitt and Oyama did a study on how British sexual health 
materials “revealed that images can reinforce stereotyped forms of masculinity 
which in words would probably be unacceptable to many sexual health workers 
and young people” (2001: 138). However, image and verbal text have also been 
used for more positive purposes, as seen in the Bringing Them Home report of 
the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
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Children from their Families (cited in Martin, 2004). The report employed a mix 
of language and photographic image to give voice to indigenous Australians. As 
can be seen from these examples and many others, visuals, together with 
language and other semiotic systems, can shape and affect the impression people 
have of social reality and are very much involved in the (re)formulation and 
conveyance of ideology.    
The implication of this is, since multimodality impacts and will continue 
to impact communication and contribute to the (re)construction of ideology 
significantly, it warrants further research into multimodal discourse, particularly, 
the need to formulate more comprehensive visual grammars which can describe 
how a visual text communicates to viewers interpersonally, compositionally and 
ideationally, whether consciously or sub-consciously. As with grammars of 
language describing how words combine in clauses, sentences and texts, visual 
grammars describe how depicted elements combine in visual „statements‟ (Kress 
and van Leeuwen, 2006: 1) which represent patterns of experience of what goes 
on around and inside us and enables people to create mental pictures of reality. 
A visual grammar also provides the tools to discuss how cultural meaning is 
communicated through the use of visuals as a social resource, providing an 
account of the “explicit and implicit knowledge and practices around a resource, 
consisting of the elements and rules underlying a culture-specific form of visual 
communication” (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006: 3). 
This fosters a greater awareness of the workings of different semiotic 
modes and how they contribute to the introduction and maintenance of certain 
ideologies. The formulation of visual grammars, as suggested by Machin (2007: 
xii), allows us to be in a “position to create our own compositions”, using the 
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observed rules and patterns afforded to us by visual grammars, to 
“systematically choose the right semiotic resources in order to create our 
intended meanings”.  
Extrapolating Machin‟s suggestion to emancipatory discourse and 
positive discourse analysis, further work on multimodal discourse analysis can 
and should assist designers of emancipatory discourse and critical multimodal 
discourse analysts to be equipped with a wide range of useful and effectual 
devices, tools, terms of description and resources from different semiotic modes 
and more importantly, a good understanding of how to utilise these resources 
from different modes and make them work together in synergistic relations to 
produce an intended and desired emancipatory message.  
More tool-kits for critical multimodal discourse analysis are needed, 
somewhat alike to those used in Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), for 
example, van Dijk‟s features of text (2001: 99), Fairclough‟s “mini reference 
manual” (1989: 106), and Huckin‟s (2002) useful tools and concepts for CDA. 
The creation of tool-kits and the improvement of current ones will equip 
multimodal discourse analysis with the necessary tools to analyse how ideology 
is communicated and meaning is produced through the deployment of other 
semiotic modes apart from the verbal, as Kress emphasises, “it is no longer 
possible to avoid these issues in critical analyses, on the assumption, explicitly 
or implicitly held, that all (relevant) meaning in a text is, as it were, fully 
glossed in the verbal component of the text” (Kress, 1993: 188).  
 
2.6  A review of some tool-kits for visual and multimodal analysis 
Two of the tool-kits which are available for visual analysis and are 
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widely known and used are O‟Toole‟s (1994) semiotic model which analyses 
functions and systems in painting, sculpture and architecture and Kress and van 
Leeuwen‟s (1996) grammar of images, both of which are grounded on 
Halliday‟s (1978) systemic-functional theory of language. O‟Toole‟s model is a 
useful contribution to the field of multimodal analysis, in that, it provides a 
language and systematic framework for discussing and analysing perceptions of 
not just paintings but also other types of images such as digitally designed ones 
in some advertisements. This is why in the analysis of some of the AWARE 
postcards, I find it helpful to refer to the terms in O‟Toole‟s framework to 
describe, for example, which specific features of the image draw a viewer into 
the world of the discourse (modal), how do decisions about the arrangement of 
forms (compositional) affect the meaning making and how certain details in an 
image convey information (representational) that AWARE wishes the reader to 
have.  
O‟Toole identifies units in a work of art, such as Work, which refers to 
the overall/whole art work; Episode signifying a happening/event or brief 
section of the art work that forms part of the entire Work; Figure which 
describes a human figure in the art work. Other features of the landscape are 
represented by the term Member. Kress and van Leeuwen‟s visual grammar also 
provides a wide range of technical terms to discuss images as well as offer 
different perspectives to look at an image.   
While the above two pioneering models are primarily for the analysis of 
visuals, there are other tool-kits also borrowing from systemic functional 
linguistics analysing the intersemiosis that takes place between different 
semiotic modes. These include Cheong‟s (2004) systemic-functional model for 
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meaning-making in print advertisements, which provides a generic structure 
potential for an advertisement, as well as conceptualises some strategies for 
ideational meaning, such as Contextual Propensity which refers to the 
“degree/extent which linguistic items in a print advertisement…contextualize 
the meaning of the visual images” (Cheong, 2004: 188). Thibault (2000) 
proposes a phase theory to account for the sequential unfolding of events in real-
time, which involves the selecting and deployment of semiotic options in 
moments of transition from one phase of the activity to another. The phase 
theory aids analysis of the interaction between visual images, language, sound 
and music in television advertisements (see also, for example, Baldry and 
Thibault, 2006 for tool-kits analysing the printed page, web page and film texts; 
Baldry, 2004 for the Multimodal Corpus Authoring system for analysing 
semiosis in dynamic multimodal texts). 
 
2.7 Re-looking metaphor and symbolism 
 The concept of metaphor is an important one in my study, and I refer to 
O‟Halloran‟s concept of semiotic metaphor in a few of the postcards to account 
for the intersemiotic workings between the visual and verbal. In this section, a 
clarification of what constitutes metaphor, semiotic metaphor, visual metaphor 
and conceptual metaphor is necessary, followed by a justification of why I view 
semiotic metaphor as the most appropriate for my analysis and research.  
The concept of symbolism is referred to occasionally in my analysis. 
This, however, should not be confused with the concept of metaphor, as 
symbolism refers to an image or object representing or standing for something 
else, as Chadwick puts it, “the use of concrete imagery to express abstract ideas 
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and emotions” (1971: 1). The Harmon and Holman Handbook to Literature  
makes a useful distinction between metaphor and symbolism, in explaining that 
metaphor identifies one object with another and ascribes to the first object one 
or more of the qualities of the second (e.g. “The lady is a lioness” possibly 
ascribes the quality of ferocity of a lioness to the lady), whereas a symbol is 
something that is itself and also stands for something else, combining a literal 
quality with an abstract or suggestive aspect. For example, a red rose symbolises 
love. Symbolism often helps in the forming of intersemiotic relations between 
the visual and verbal mode, particularly the relation of Synonymy. 
 
2.7.1  Why metaphor is relevant to this study? 
 The concept of metaphor is important to this research for several 
reasons. Firstly, as suggested by many linguists, metaphor is an important 
component of communication (see, for example, Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; 
Forceville, 1996, Ortony, 2001), as Ortony explains, linguistic communication 
involves conveying “what is usually some kind of continuum by using discrete 
symbols” (Ortony, 2001: 11) and a discrete symbol system is often “incapable of 
literally capturing every conceivable aspect of an object, event or experience” 
(ibid.). Ortony is of the view that metaphor fills this deficiency. In other words, 
metaphor aids in our conceptualisation, of both what we think, act and 
experience (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980: 3), hence the resulting term “conceptual 
metaphor”.  
In addition, metaphor is not “decorative” or “peripheral” but “central to 
thought” (Deignan, 2005: 13; see also Forceville, 2008, Lakoff and Johnson, 
2003). It influences and structures the way people think and perceive and hence, 
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can be a powerful tool for reshaping ideology positively and for emancipatory 
purposes and has “great educational value” (Ortony, 2001:10). What makes 
metaphor particularly effective is it aids the construction of a “mental image” 
(Ortony, 2001:12). What this means is, messages often contain details not 
specified in the literal message and this “mental image” is what often helps in 
“filling in the details between the linguistic signposts” without having to 
“explicitly spell out all the details” (ibid.). This is possible because metaphor is 
“quick, concise and effective” (Ortony, 2001: 14).  Ortony also argues that 
metaphor “enables the predication [of a chunk of characteristics in a word or 
two] by transfer of characteristics which are unnameable” (ibid.). Visual 
metaphors which carry the central idea the advertiser wishes to communicate 
occur frequently in the AWARE postcards used in this study.  
 
2.7.2 What constitutes metaphor? 
 As theorised by Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 5), the essence of metaphor 
is “understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another”. 
Forceville adds on that metaphor “occurs first on the level of cognition, and can 
manifest itself on the pictorial as well as the verbal level – and possibly in yet 
other ways” (1996: 108). This implies that metaphor is very much a multimodal 
concept and carries a lot of potential for meaning making, especially by 
symbolism. Essentially what characterises metaphor is it involves the “transfer” 
of meaning between two items, as reflected in the etymology of the word, which 
means meta (trans) + pherein (to carry) (Ortony, 2001: 9). Forceville (ibid.), 
with reference to Black‟s (1979) interaction theory of metaphor, proposes that 
three questions for anything purporting to be a metaphor: (1) what are the two 
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terms of the metaphor? (2) which is the metaphor‟s primary subject and which is 
its secondary subject? (3) which features are projected from the domain of the 
secondary subject upon the domain of the primary subject?  
 
2.7.3  Semiotic metaphor 
With these questions in mind, we proceed to look at O‟Halloran‟s 
(1999a, 1999b, 2003, 2005) concept of semiotic metaphor. Even though this 
concept was conceived out of and used in O‟Halloran‟s work on grammatical 
metaphor in Mathematical discourse, it is a very useful concept to describe and 
account for what specifically happens in intersemiotic interactions that take 
place in multimodal texts. O‟Halloran defines semiotic metaphor as 
“metaphorical shifts across semiotic resources” (O‟Halloran, 2005: 166) where 
“the new functional status of the element does not equate with its former status 
in the original semiotic or, alternatively, a new functional element is introduced 
in the new semiotic which previously did not exist” (O‟Halloran, 1999a: 348).  
O‟Halloran illustrates this using an example of writings of Descartes and 
contemporary mathematical discourse. In Descartes‟ linguistic description of the 
problems of the colours in a rainbow, the process in “when the sun came from  
that part of the sky marked AFZ”, the process of the sun coming from a 
particular location in the sky results in the “introduction of new [visual] 
participants, the parallel line segments which are accordingly named AB, FG 
and ZM” (O‟Halloran, 2003: 358; see Figure 2.1). O‟Halloran explains that the 
visual construal allows the introduction of participants from the process of the 
sun coming. In addition, the process of acting [on the drops] in the way in which 
rays of light act against these drops and from there tend towards our eyes, is 
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Figure 2.1 Descartes’ rainbow (Reproduced from O‟Halloran, 2003: 358) 
 
reconstrued visually as a series of line segments BC and CD and in these drops 
are round, the linguistic attribute or quality round is transferred semantically to 
an entity, the circle in the drawing, allowing a completely new entity to be 
introduced, the angle, which later becomes an important participant in 
Descartes‟ linguistic account of the problem (O‟Halloran, 2003: 359).  
A distinction can be made between either a parallel or convergent 
semiotic metaphor, in which the former refers to “the situation where an overlay 
in meaning occurs” or new layers of meaning are added to the original 
representation resulting in an “expanded semantic field… which is situated 
within the old”, allowing the meaning potential of the new semiotic to be 
exploited (O‟Halloran: 1999a: 348), as seen from the example above, the 
linguistic processes of coming and acting shift to become a series of line 
segments visually depicted. Divergent semiotic metaphor refers to the situation 
where “the functional element is reconstrued into a new semantic field in a way 
that is not possible if the shift is confined to the original semiotic” (ibid.). This 
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“new semantic field” is “not typically intertextually related to the first” 
(O‟Halloran: 2005: 183) and gives rise to the introduction of a new functional 
element, in the example above, it would be the introduction of the angle. The 
example above reinforces the importance and productive potential of semiotic 
metaphor as a tool of dynamic multisemiotic representations, as the shifts in 
meaning taking place through semiotic metaphor “allow for semantic 
expansions that would not have otherwise been possible” (O‟Halloran, 1999b: 
27).  
In what way then does semiotic metaphor behave like what is 
traditionally conceived as metaphor?  Using Forceville‟s (1996: 108) three 
questions of what constitutes a metaphor, semiotic metaphor can be 
conceptualised in a clearer and more user-friendly way as a tool of analysis. 
Firstly, compared to a traditional metaphor having two terms, a semiotic 
metaphor has two (or more) semiotic systems, that is, the original and the new, 
where semiotic transferences take place. Next, instead of having features 
projected from secondary subject to primary subject in traditional metaphor, 
what concerns semiotic metaphor is identifying what new layers of meaning or 
new entity is produced. To recap, the three questions to ask then of a semiotic 
metaphor are: (1) what are the two (or more) semiotic systems where semiotic 
shifts take place? (2) Which of these systems is the original (where the shift 
originates) and which is the new (where the shift ends up)? (3) What new layers 
of meaning or new entity are produced through the semiotic metaphor? In 
answering all these questions, it becomes easier to conceptualise what actually 
takes place in semiotic metaphor and hence use it as an analytical tool.   
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2.7.4 Metaphors in other semiotic modes 
Although the above arguments primarily address metaphors from a 
linguistic perspective, these views can also be extended to metaphors from other 
semiotic modes and semiotic metaphors. Lakoff and Johnson, for example, do 
not restrict metaphor to the verbal and acknowledges that it is “only derivatively 
a matter of language” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980: 5) and the crucial 
characteristic of metaphor is that it is a “matter of thought and action” (ibid.).  
Metaphors occur regularly in other semiotic modes such as film 
(Forceville, 2008), static images (Forceville, 1996, 2008; Kennedy, 2008), 
music (Zbikowski, 2008), gestures (Cienki and Muller, 2008) and possibly other 
systems like touch and smell. Metaphors can also be multimodal, as defined by 
Forceville (2008: 463), these are metaphors “in which target, source and/or 
mappable features are represented or suggested by at least two different sign 
systems or modes of perception”. Multimodal metaphors differ from semiotic 
metaphors, in that, there need not be an intersemiotic interaction between the 
two different modes and one mode can merely be aiding the construction of the 
metaphor by providing visual or verbal clues, whereas the uniqueness of 
semiotic metaphor lies in the intersemiosis that takes place, which allows the 
adding of “new semantic layers… beyond that possible with language… 
[enabling] the new ideational content to be foregrounded” (O‟Halloran, 2007: 
95).  
 
2.8 Semiotic Metaphor and Royce’s framework 
In summary, the purpose of this discussion on metaphor has been to 
foreground the usefulness and impact of metaphor as a tool of emancipatory 
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discourse, particularly, the use of semiotic metaphor, as this concept takes 
metaphor beyond just being intra-semiotic to being multi-semiotic and inter-
semiotic. A semiotic metaphor can then not just have permutations of two or 
more semiotic systems but allow these different systems to interact and transfer 
meaning from one semiotic mode to another. Indeed, the dynamic nature of 
semiotic metaphor makes it effective for emancipatory discourse as, borrowing 
Forceville‟s explanation of metaphor, it “requires active uptake by its audience 
and… potentially influence people’s perspectives on the world and the actions 
they may undertake as a consequence of adopting these perspectives” 
(Forceville, 2008: 462, emphasis mine).  
In addition, the dynamic nature of semiotic metaphor also works well 
with the relations of intersemiotic complementarity in the ideational component 
of Royce‟s framework. While Royce‟s framework identifies the intersemiotic 
relation between the visual and verbal as being one of Repetition, Synonymy, 
Antonymy, Collocation, Meronymy or Hyponymy, semiotic metaphor 
elucidates this by specifying which mode gets reconstrued into another and 
explaining how it happens. Together, they provide a powerful analytical 









Chapter 3  
Analytical Chapter 
3.1 Categorising the analysis 
As the main framework that will be used in the analysis of the postcards 
is Royce‟s (1998) framework of intersemiotic complementarity, I have 
categorised the analysis of postcards into four different sections: (1) those 
involving Repetition and/or Synonymy, the two most commonly occuring 
intersemiotic relations; (2) those involving the intersemiotic relation of 
Meronymy; (3) those involving Antonymy and Collocation, which are the ones 
which rarely occur; (4) a proposed new intersemiotic relation of Parallelism (a 
phenomenon Royce‟s framework does not address). The linguistic analyses of 
each postcard can be found in the appendix. In several of the postcards, the 
concept of semiotic metaphor is also drawn upon to better conceptualise the 
intersemiotic transitions that take place between semiotic modes.  
 
3.2  Postcards involving Repetition and/or Synonymy  
 I have grouped the following four postcards into one section, as the 
intersemiotic relations of Repetition and Synonymy feature very strongly in these 
postcards and are instrumental in bringing across the intended message for each 
postcard. Halliday and Hasan‟s (1976) idea of reiteration is relevant to my 
discussion. One of the ways lexical cohesion in text is achieved is by reiteration.  
Two ways which Halliday and Hasan identify in which reiteration can be 
brought about are word repetition (e.g. “ascent” and “ascent”) and synonym 
(e.g. “ascent” and “climb”). Their idea of reiteration in linguistic texts can be 
extended to the four (multimodal) AWARE postcards in this section, 
particularly how visual images and linguistic entities concertedly reiterate a 
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central idea or motif. In similar vein to cohesion in a linguistic text, relations of 
Synonymy and Repetition between the visual and verbal modes help to create 
and reiterate a cohesive chain of items relating to a central idea (e.g. inner 
beauty or maleness) which propels the emancipatory message of the postcard.  
  
3.2.1  Postcard 1: Plastic cover 
 
Figure 3.1 Postcard 1: Plastic Cover (Front) 
 
Visual 
 It is interesting to note that in AWARE‟s postcards, there is often only 
one main image for the viewer‟s attention to rest upon. This particular example 
is no exception. In O‟Toolean (1994) terms, the image of the girl is the only 
Episode and Figure in the Work of the photograph. In Royce‟s terms, she is the 
only participant in the visual. The singularity of the image engages us 
powerfully and draws our attention through the direct Gaze of the girl. Her Gaze 
is penetrating, strongly modal and addresses viewers directly (see O‟Toole, 
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1994: 8). Moreover, because of the way the photograph is taken close-up, 
viewers are even more engaged due to the close proximity with both the eyes 
(gaze) and also the body of the girl, creating an effect of viewers being accosted 
and confronted by the image. Viewers are placed in a position such that we are 
face to face with the girl, almost from a linear perspective, just that her head is 
tilted in an upwards backwards position, such that she is looking at us at an 
angle. This could possibly be because the photographer wishes to show that 
there is still an element of shyness and fear on the part of the girl to look at the 
viewer (or people) fully face to face from a linear perspective.   
The centrality of the figure of the girl, positioned right in the middle of 
the postcard, and the choice of a white background, which removes any possible 
distractions, add to the relative prominence of the girl. Also, the scale of the 
face, the broadness of the face shape, relative to the rest of the postcard, and the 
throw of the light on her face enhance the salience of the image of the girl. Other 
characteristics and attributes such as the slightly pursed and pinkish lips, the 
flawless complexion of the face also help draw attention to the face. The slightly 
tousled and wavy hair forms a concentric circle with the plastic cover, the 
blackness of the hair providing excellent contrast with the translucent whiteness 
of the plastic cover, and thereby accentuating the presence of the plastic cover, 
and at the same time, framing the face well. 
The slight tilt of the girl‟s head upwards, together with the action of the 
hands lifting the plastic cover signal a welcome to viewers into the world of the 
image. Viewers are drawn into interaction with her and invited to view what is 
beneath the plastic cover, as symbolized by the act of lifting a veil, similar to 
that of a bridegroom lifting the veil of his bride, except that in this case, the girl 
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unveils herself. The fingers are also pointed inwards towards the face and her 
hands are raised to hold up the plastic cover. The positioning of the hands, 
together with the presence of the accessories, that is, the pink band on her right 
hand, commonly used for tying hair, and the big rings on her left hand seem to 
create an entrance and “constructed Pathway” (O‟Toole, 1994: 10) leading the 
viewer into what lies beneath the veil.  
 
Figure 3.2 Postcard 1: Plastic Cover (Back) 
 
Verbal 
Moving on to analyse the lexical elements, the following participants are 
identified, namely, “you”, addressing young women and girls, and abstract items 
like “the surface” and “your inner beauty”. The back of the postcard reveals 
more participants like “everyone”, “someone”, “a mother”, “her child”, “his or 
her lover”, “A person”, “she”, “I” (the photographer), “people”. There are also 
other nominal items like “eyes”, “makeup”, “body enhancement supplements”, 
“true selves” and “plastic cover” is also repeated. What can be seen from an 
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analysis of this text is that there is visual-verbal intersemiotic complementarity 
taking place, as seen from the large number of lexical items which relate to the 
topic-focus of the advertisement (see table 3.1 below).  
 Visual elements 
Eyes/Gaze Hands Plastic 
cover 




Nominal items   
you     X 
everyone     X 
someone      
a mother      
his or her lover      
a person     X 
she     X 
I      
people     X 
eyes X      
makeup    X   
body enhancement 
supplements 
     
true selves    X X 
plastic cover   X   
the surface   X    
inner beauty X    X  X  
who you really are X    X  X  
Processes/Activities   
reveal  X  X    
show   X  X  X   
remove  X  X    
Table 3.1  Intersemiotic complementarity between the visual and verbal items 
relating to the topic-focus of Postcard 1: Plastic Cover 
 
The topic-focus in this postcard is to encourage the viewer not to be 
afraid to show her inner beauty and not to judge one‟s beauty solely by what is 
on the surface. This is part of the broader aim of AWARE‟s Beauty Redefined 
Photo Competition, by which they hope to motivate Singaporeans to challenge 
society‟s limited definition of beauty and stop being defined but to start 
redefining what is beauty.  
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Intersemiotic complementarity – Relations of Repetition and Synonymy 
In line with these aims, there is a significant number of lexical items 
which form intersemiotic relations with the image of the girl and particularly her 
facial features. For example, the lexical item “eyes” which appears three times 
in the text at the back of the postcard forms a strong intersemiotic relation of 
Repetition with the strong gaze and penetrating eyes of the girl. More 
importantly, verbs and processes like “reveal (your inner beauty)”, “remove 
(that plastic cover)” and “show (their true selves)” form an intersemiotic relation 
of Synonymy with the action that is enacted visually by the girl‟s hands lifting up 
the plastic cover to reveal her face. Lexical items like “the surface” and “plastic 
cover” are also complemented visually by the image of the plastic veil the girl is 
wearing on her head, the former being synonymous experientially and the latter 
being a relation of Repetition.  
The visual images of the face and eyes of the girl also form a 
synonymous relation with the lexical elements “inner beauty” and “who you 
really are”. It is through the various intersemiotic relations of Synonymy and 
Repetition found in this postcard that the crux of the message AWARE wants to 
bring across is captured, that is, more emphasis should be placed on inner beauty 
– personality and character. The visual images and linguistic items reiterate each 
other through Repetition and Synonymy, serving to reinforce the emancipatory 
message.  
This explains why the eyes, gaze and face of the girl, as mentioned 
earlier, are particularly salient, high in modality and draw the reader into the 
world of the image. The face of the girl functions as a symbol of inner beauty 
and what lies beneath the surface (of the plastic cover), as the face is presumably 
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initially hidden by the plastic veil. The lexical item “plastic cover” has a dual 
function here; it is both literal and metaphorical, literal in that it points 
deictically to the visual image of the plastic cover on the girl‟s head; 
metaphorical as it symbolizes the things people do and use to cover up and mask 
themselves in order to look better and look “beautiful”, for instance using 
makeup and body enhancement supplements.  
This brings us again to the concept of semiotic metaphor. The visual 
image of the plastic cover functions in this postcard as a semiotic metaphor. 
This is the case whether the viewer reads the text first or looks at the image first. 
Assuming the viewer looks first at the image, he or she is drawn to the face of 
the girl by the gaze, and the pathway formed by the raised hands leads the 
viewer to realizing the presence of the plastic cover. In order to make sense of 
the function of the plastic cover, the viewer then reads the accompanying slogan 
which clarifies the intended message of the advertiser. The visual image of the 
plastic cover is reconstrued as the lexical item “what‟s on the surface” and the 
visual and metaphorical act of lifting the veil is subsequently reconstrued as the 
material process of “reveal(ing) your inner beauty”. One also gets the sense that 
there is a connection between the inner beauty of a person and the acceptance of 
her surface appearance and looks, as the act of lifting the veil literally reveals 
the girl‟s physical appearance.  
 
3.2.2  Postcard 2: Beautiful  
Visual-verbal 
 The participant that draws the viewer into the world of the image most 
strongly would be the rose in full bloom. This is due to the centrality and 
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relative prominence of the rose. It is foregrounded visually, as though the rose is 
being held forward and presented to the viewer. This foregrounding is also aided 
by how the V-neck of the lady‟s blouse creates a frame or perch for the rose, 
emphasizing its centrality. The faded background serves to accentuate the 
presence of the rose, partly also due to the bright red color of the rose and the 
fact that it is in full bloom makes it even more alluring and high in modality. 
The rose and its positioning also have an ideological function here. This is 
because the rose seems to come forth from the lady‟s body and its close 
proximity to the lady‟s body and face suggests some kind of identification and 
relation with the lady. The implications of this will be discussed later.  
 
Figure 3.3  Postcard 2: Beautiful (Front) 
 
The female face behind the rose is also relatively high in modality, due 
to the pinkness of the lips, the porcelain fairness of the complexion and the 
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positioning of the nose right at the top centre of the postcard. A vertical cum 
vector is also formed by the rose, the linguistic text, the lips and the nose, 
creating a sense of rhythm and calmness. This has a compositional function, as 
this vector constructs a possible and desired reading path for the viewer. Upon 
being engaged by the rose into the world of the image, one then looks up above 
the rose to the accompanying text. The ending of the linguistic text “the beauty I 
see in you” intratextually/deictically points the reader to the half-hidden face of 
the lady which is strategically placed above the linguistic text, following which 
the reader will very likely flip to the back of the postcard where the intended 
message of the advertiser and photographer is presented. The use of “I” here is 
interesting and it probably generically refers to people who love the individual 
(the viewer of the advertisement), be it relatives, friends, or even acquaintances. 
In other words, the advertiser is telling the viewer there are people who 
appreciate him or her for who he or she is and hence, one does not have to be 
afraid to reveal one‟s beauty and true self.    
 
Figure 3.4  Postcard 2: Beautiful (Back) 
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Noteworthy is the absence of gaze in this image, which is a marked 
choice. As O‟Toole (1994) discusses, “a marked absence [or negation] of Gaze 
is a kind of negative option in the Modal function.” In this image, the absence of 
Gaze forms an intersemiotic relation of Synonymy with the linguistic element 
“shying away from life”. The text at the back of the postcard linguistically 
complements this analysis, as it is revealed that the model in the picture has 
chosen not to have her face fully shown, the suggested reason being she does not 
feel she “looks good enough” and hence shies away from having her face fully 
photographed.  
 Visual elements 







Verbal elements    
a beautiful rose in 
bloom 
X     X   
a bloom that is 
stunning… 
X  X  X  X  X   
beauty that lies 
within 
X  X  X  X  X   
the beauty I see in 
you 




     X  
life X       
skin deep    X    
eyes of the 
beholder 
     X  
my friends     X   
Stop shying away      X 
shy away      X  
saying they do not 
look good enough 
    X  X  
celebrate X       
  Table 3.2 Lexical elements forming intersemiotic relations of repetition and 




Intersemiotic complementarity – Relations of Synonymy and Repetition 
 Apart from the action of “shying away” represented linguistically and 
complemented visually, a look at Table 3.2 above also shows some lexical 
elements forming intersemiotic relations of Repetition and Synonymy. For 
instance, the lexical item “skin deep” has the same experiential meaning 
(Synonymy) as the complexion and skin of the lady in the picture. More 
significantly, there is a large number of lexical elements relating to the visual 
image of the rose. In this postcard, yet another semiotic metaphor is being used 
to convey the intended message of the advertiser and photographer. At a more 
literal level, the visual presence of the rose in full bloom is complemented 
verbally by the Repetition of the lexical elements “a beautiful rose in bloom” 
and “a bloom that is stunning”.  
Symbolically, the visual image of the rose represents beauty and forms 
an intersemiotic relation of Synonymy with the repeatedly emphasized lexical 
elements “beauty that lies within” and “the beauty I see in you”. If we assume 
that the viewer accesses the image before reading the text, what happens then is 
the visual image of the rose gets reconstrued as the linguistic items 
aforementioned, thereby creating a semiotic metaphor. This reading is made 
explicit in the text at the back of the postcard, where the photographer explains 
that “a beautiful rose is used to represent the beauty that lies within, a bloom 
that is stunning, yet unknown or unrecognized by the world”. Semiotic metaphor 
offers a mechanism to discuss how the relation of Synonymy between the image 
of the rose and the lexical appearances of “beauty” in this postcard is 
constructed.    
I now return to an analysis of the image of the rose again. It is interesting 
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to note how the image of the rose in full bloom being foregrounded and held 
forward in such a way that it is tilted, giving the viewer a good perspective of its 
interior (the buds and petals inside) and this is intersemiotically synonymous 
with inner beauty (“beauty that lies within”). This relation of Synonymy is 
pivotal to the intended message AWARE wishes to convey in this postcard. The 
effect created is as if the rose is being presented to viewers.  If the rose functions 
as a symbolism and semiotic metaphor for inner beauty, then visually, the 
holding forth of the rose invites viewers to take hold of it and in doing so, 
obeying the imperative in the linguistic text “celebrate the beauty I see in you.” 
 
3.2.3 Postcard 3: Accidental Beauty 
 
  Figure 3.5 Postcard 3: Accidental Beauty (Front) 
Verbal  
 Using Royce‟s framework for intersemiotic complementarity, the 
participants identified in the frontal text are “True beauty” and “life”. “True 
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beauty” here is given thematic prominence and is also projected as Goal and 
Subject, thereby giving clear indications as to what the topic-focus of this 
advertisement is. The way then to find true beauty is captured in the rankshifted 
clause “by embracing and celebrating life”, which is functioning as 
Circumstantial Adjunct in a Mood analysis and Circumstance of Manner 
(means) in a transitivity analysis. Assigning the clause these functions is 
particularly suitable as the viewer is provided with the means through which 
true beauty can be found, that is by embracing and celebrating life.  
True 
beauty 














   
 
  Figure 3.6 Postcard 3: Accidental Beauty (Back) 
 
Moving on to the back text, the lady is then introduced to viewers as 
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“Rashmi Kharel”, which serves to create an interpersonal relation with the 
viewer. The lady viewers see at the front of the postcard is given an identity and 
a narrative detailing an accident she went through which resulted in her having 
to use a prosthetic leg. A lexical chain of words and phrases relating to the 
topic-focus of true beauty is being formed, and in the titular clause at the back of 
the postcard, the clause “The only beauty enhancement product that Rashmi 
Kharel uses” is given thematic prominence and made the subject. What follows 
in the Rheme and Complement position is something unexpected, that is, a 
prosthetic leg, as this is not commonly perceived as a beauty enhancement 
product. Yet this is exactly what the advertiser wishes to convey, that Rashmi 
does not use any beauty enhancement product and yet is truly beautiful and this 
reading is reinforced by the use of the absolute “only” modifying “beauty 
enhancement product”.  
The only beauty enhancement product [[that 
Rashmi Kharel uses]] 














 A narrative then follows, of which it is worth analysing how the 
advertiser chooses to highlight certain dire and detrimental circumstances, 
which will lead up to a portrayal of the character and true beauty of Rashmi. The 
complex clause below is what Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 393) term as a 
“regressive sequence”, meaning the dependent clause (in this case “when she 
was seven years old”) is given thematic status. Giving the dependent clause 
thematic status “[sets] up a local context in the discourse” (ibid.) for the 
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dominant clause “a public bus hit her…”, emphasising the young age at which 
Rashmi had the tragic accident.  
When  she was seven 
years old 
a public bus hit her [[while she was 













The next complex clause, also a regressive sequence, draws attention to 
the severity of the accident by capturing information of how far Rashmi was 
thrown by the impact of the bus on her in the thematised dependent clause.  













Having presented an account of Rashmi‟s unfortunate accident, the last 
few clauses are all focused on her and her character, as can be seen from how 
Rashmi and her traits are thematised in unmarked topical theme position, for 
example, in “Rashmi hopes to set up…”, “Her face is…” and “her smile 
mesmerising". In the last two examples, relational attributive clauses are used to 
assign positive attributes to the physical characteristics of Rashmi, in other 
words, to showcase her physical beauty. The final clause though takes a 
different approach by thematising the phrase “most beautiful of all”. Here the 
chain of lexical items relating to the topic-focus of true beauty is continued. 
But most beautiful of 
all 
is that fierce determination and 
inner strength 
Text conj str 
Theme 
Topical Theme Rheme 
 Subject Finite Complement 
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Residue Mood Mood Residue 




From the preceding clauses which focused on her physical beauty, the 
advertiser then cleverly uses these clauses as a launching pad to present their 
intended message, that is, while physical beauty may be valued, what is most 
beautiful of all is character and inner beauty. This is effectively captured in the 
use of a Relational Identifying clause, which identifies the noun phrase “that 
fierce determination and inner strength”, occupying the Rheme, Complement 
and Token position, as being the most beautiful. The use of declaratives is 
particularly dominant in this postcard and this is well suited to the aim of the 
advertiser, which is to present the narrative detailing Rashmi‟s accident and 
from there, inform the viewer that true beauty is found within and by embracing 
and celebrating life.  
 
Visual  
The most salient object in the picture is undoubtedly the lady in red 
traditional costume, for various reasons, such as the bright red of her costume 
with the white floral patterns. The play and choice of color is significant as the 
redness of the lady‟s clothes is made more apparent by the contrasting green of 
the trees and foliage in the background. In addition, the swirl and flare of her 
skirt helps to draw the attention of the viewer to the lady. Along with the 
elaborate and multiple accessories, such as the multi-colored bangles, the gold 
belt and the pearly necklace and earrings, the prominence and salience of the 
lady are further increased.  
What also gives the lady high modality are her direct gaze at the viewer 
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and her bright wide smile. However, Rashmi stands quite far from the 
photographer‟s camera lens, hence the long shot does not allow us to see the 
details of her eyes. Nonetheless, the direct gaze here functions to invite the 
viewers to look at her, like a direct address and this is reinforced by the gestures 
of the lady, particularly how she holds up her skirt in a pose resembling a 
curtsey or a dance of some sort, as if welcoming the viewer to her world. Her 
graceful poise and posture are very significant, as she seems to be in a 
celebratory mood, in a dance-like movement, with her head tilted such that she 
faces us with her loose hair tossed back, suggesting confidence. Her beautiful 
outfit and its bright red color also give the impression she is in a celebration of 
some sort, similar to those at weddings. She is evidently happy and joyous, as 
can be seen from the wide smile on her face and she is presented as full of life 
and vitality.   
One also notes the strong verticals that are formed by the trees in the 
background, especially the tree trunk positioned directly beside and behind the 
lady. The lady‟s upright body also forms a parallel with this tree trunk and the 
surrounding trees, giving the effect of her being almost as tall as the trees. Her 
tallness is also highly accentuated because she is given an elevated position on 
the wooden bench. This is similar to Kress and van Leeuwen‟s view that 
“elements not only become „heavier‟ as they are moved towards the top” (2006: 
202). This elevation and „heaviness‟, together with the appearance of Rashmi as 
a human figure give her much “visual weight” (ibid.), placing her on top of the 
“hierarchy of importance” (ibid.) and drawing more attention to herself than to 
the surroundings. It is significant also that Rashmi‟s leg, on which she supports 
her entire weight, is the “balancing centre” from which the “space of the central 
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message” (see Arnheim, 1982) is crafted. In other words, her leg becomes a 
crucial element around which the crux of the advertiser‟s intended message is 
built.   
In addition, Rashmi is foregrounded in the image, as she is placed before 
and in front of the trees. Her elevation, in relation to the strong verticals, serves 
to accentuate the distinctiveness and positioning of the lady. From the elevated 
position, Rashmi looks down at the viewer who is looking up at her. Kress and 
van Leeuwen have the view that when “a represented participant is seen from a 
low angle, then the relation between the interactive [referring to the viewer] and 
represented participants [in this case, Rashmi] is depicted as one in which the 
represented participant has power over the interactive participant” (2006: 140). 
In this advertisement, what the advertiser wishes to convey is not so much that 
Rashmi has power over the viewer but rather, she is someone worth emulating 
and respecting for her traits of courage, resilience and determination. This 
reading becomes evident upon reading the text at the back of the postcard.   
It is interesting to note that from the image and the caption on the front 
of the postcard alone, we have no clue of her disability, and few would have 
noticed the prosthetic leg, until we read the narrative behind the postcard. 
Perhaps this is precisely what the photographer intends, that is, Rashmi is not 
handicapped by the leg and she goes on in life with confidence, cheer and 
vitality. Life is for her just like any other normal human being.  
 
Intersemiotic complementarity – Relations of Repetition and Synonymy 
There are a few instances of intersemiotic relations of Repetition, such as 
the lexical items “her face” and “her smile” evidently having identical 
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experiential meaning with the visual image of Rashmi‟s face and smile. The 
lexical item “leg” is mentioned a few times in “prosthetic leg” and “intact left 
leg” and this is visually repeated in the image, where Rashmi‟s leg is very 
salient and distinct, as it is the only thing which is holding up her body in the 
celebratory pose. One cannot help but be drawn to this visually represented fact 
when looking at the image. The verbal-visual Repetition of “leg” serves an 
important function in this postcard, as it is the entity from which the advertiser 
cues the viewers into the verbal discourse, by mentioning in the titular clause 
that the only beauty enhancement product that Rasmi uses is a prosthetic leg. 
The image of her dance-like posture is also repeated verbally in the narrative, 
where we are informed that Rashmi “went on to learn dancing”, “(performs) on 
stage” and “hopes to set up an arts school”. The visual-verbal reiteration of this 
information by Repetition is important as it would lead on to present the viewers 
with the intended message of the advertiser that despite this physical 
“handicap”, Rashmi‟s determination and inner strength is what makes her truly 
beautiful.  
 At a symbolic level, intersemiotic relations of Synonymy are especially 
important in conveying the desired message of the advertiser. One instance is 
that of the lexical item “life” being synonymous with the image of the trees, 
foliage and lush greenery in the background, all of which carry the experiential 
meaning of life. This leads us then to the symbolism of the lady, which can be 
seen from an analysis of the visual-verbal intersemiosis. Energy and dynamism 
are created by the flare of the skirt, gestures of holding up the skirt and in doing 
so, also revealing the sole leg which holds up her body. As mentioned earlier, 
her graceful poise, confident tilt of her head and toss of her hair convey a sense 
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of freedom and celebration. Her elevated position creates an “I‟m on the top of 
the world” feeling. An intersemiotic relation of Synonymy is formed by the 
visual presentation of the lady holding up her skirt in a swirl and the material 
processes of “embracing and celebrating” life, as if issuing a visual invitation to 
the viewer to embrace and celebrate life. The visuals of the elaborate red 
costume, accessories and jewelry all carry similar experiential meaning as the 
idea of “celebrating”, as it is often at a celebration such as a wedding that an 
Indian lady is dressed as such. Indeed, one does not have to read the 
accompanying linguistic text to interpret the lady as being in a celebratory 
mood.        
Hence, in this postcard, it is interesting to observe how visual depictions 
are used to intersemiotically complement the linguistic narrative through the 
construction of relations of Repetition and Synonymy. In doing so, a more 
coherent and effective message is produced. The visual image of Rashmi 
functions as a semiotic metaphor in the way she embodies traits of inner beauty 
such as determination and inner strength. The visual image of Rashmi in a 
celebratory mood is reconstrued linguistically as “embracing and celebrating 
life”. In addition, the visually salient image of the sole leg on which she rests on 
is extrapolated linguistically in the clause containing the lexical item “prosthetic 
leg” and then explained in the narrative. From this narrative and the chain of 
items dealing with the idea of “leg” (symbolic of handicap), the advertiser has 
created meaning potential from which they can reconstrue into the traits of inner 




Visual image of Rashmi standing on one leg 
Lexical item “prosthetic leg” 
Lexical item “intact left leg” (together with the narrative) 
Abstract traits of inner beauty 
Figure 3.7  Reconstrual taking place using the semiotic metaphor of Rashmi’s leg 
 
Intersemiotic relations, such as the one detailed above using the 
mechanism of semiotic metaphor, allow emancipatory messages to be conveyed 
in a thought provoking, succinct and engaging way. The visual would not have 
been able to convey the intended message as effectively without the 
accompanying linguistic text and narrative and vice versa.  
 
3.2.4: Postcard 4: Moustache 
Verbal 
Frontal text  
An analysis of the text shows a few participants involved, namely, “your 
(salary)”, “you”, “a man” (generic), “a woman” (generic). The activities and 
processes include “increase (your salary)”, “cut and paste”, “posing (as a man)” 





 Figure 3.8  Postcard 4: Moustache (Back) 
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Back text 
 The participants here are more specific. AWARE is identified, and so is 
their contact number and website. The clauses here are mainly imperative, and, 
it is clear that the message addresses the viewer of the text, that is, the female 
“you” who has already been “interpellated” (Althusser, 1984; cited in Mills, 
1995) at the front of the postcard. We know that the assumed viewer/addressee 
is female as the accompanying caption at the front has already indicated “by 
posing as a man”, in other words, it makes an invitation to those who are non-
males to pretend to be one. One does not have to pose as a man if he is already 
one. The main activities here are “to achieve equal salaries” and to contact 
AWARE by “call(ing)” or “visit(ing)” them.  
Visual  
The visual in this postcard is rather uncomplicated and simple. The only 
object or participant is that of the moustache, which is framed by a dotted line 
and icon of a scissors, indicating the moustache is meant to be cut out. In terms 
of Activity, the only possible activity going on would be that of the iconic  
 
Figure 3.9  Postcard 4: Moustache (Front) 
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scissors suggesting a cutting movement along the dotted line. There is hardly 
any circumstance in terms of setting and accompaniment, as the background is 
completely cream-coloured, accentuating what is being presented and giving the 
moustache high salience. The viewer‟s attention is immediately drawn to the 
moustache and the viewer almost certainly looks to the accompanying slogan to 
make sense of the image and to find out what is it functioning there for. The 
moustache is grayish black in colour and frisky, somewhat like fake moustaches 
that comedians or actors use in plays and shows. Moustaches are metonymically 
associated with maleness.   
 
Intersemiotic complementarity – Relation of Synonymy 
 Although the visual is simple and uncluttered, it packs a powerful 
message which is made possible through the intersemiosis of both image and 
text. Here, the moustache functions as a semiotic metaphor. Starting from the 
visual image of the moustache, the viewer goes on to read the accompanying 
text where the fixed entity of the moustache becomes reconstrued as the 
dynamic process of “posing as a man”. This reconstrual works through the 
metonymic relation of moustache for “man”. Similarly, there is an intersemiotic 
relation of Synonymy between the images of the dotted line along with the iconic 
scissors and the linguistic element “cut and paste”.  
 The tongue-in-cheek message the advertiser wishes to convey here is 
that by posing as a man using the cut-and-paste moustache, a working woman 
can increase her salary by 30% and be paid on average about a third more than a 
woman. The crux of the message the advertiser wishes to inform the viewer then 
is that of the status quo – that women are being paid on average a third less than 
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men based merely on gender and that something can and must be done about it. 
This message is captured in Theme1 of the complex clause below, as the 
advertiser has chosen to give thematic prominence to the important message 
they wish to convey, which is their goal of achieving equal pay scales for 
females. For example, in the following complex clause, “to increase your salary 
by 30%” is fronted: 
To increase your salary by 30% simply cut and paste (*treated as 
one process due to the frequency of 









Similarly, in the clause below which appears behind the postcard, this goal of 
achieving equal salaries is again captured and given thematic prominence by it 
being a marked theme. A transitivity analysis also shows this goal functioning as 
a circumstance of Cause (Purpose), with the contact number of AWARE being 
projected as a circumstance of Manner (means):  
For a more realistic 
way to achieve equal 
salaries 



















Another message that the advertiser wishes to convey is the way to achieve this, 
in other words, how to take practical action that would make a difference. To 
highlight a more realistic way to achieve equal pay scales, the advertiser fronts 
“by posing as a man” in the following complex clause:  
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By posing as a man you will be paid on average about a third 









In this regressive sequence, the thematic dependent clause “by posing as a man” 
sets up a local context in the discourse for the subsequent dominant clause, in 
which the advertiser wishes to present the important idea that a realistic way to 
achieve equal pay scales is to disguise as a man.  
The intersemiotic relation of Synonymy between the semiotic metaphor 
of the moustache and that of the linguistic element “posing as a man” helps to 
kickstart the message and effectively draw the viewer‟s attention to the postcard. 
From this launching point, the advertiser then brings in what they really wish to 
inform the viewer, that AWARE helps to promote equal pay scales and the 
viewer can find out more how to achieve this by contacting them. Hence, the use 
of imperatives is particularly suited to this message as seen in the following 
example:  












 In alignment with the goal of getting women to take practical steps to 
achieving equal salary scales, the advertiser uses material processes to convey 
this need for pro-active measures. The imperative mood in many of the clauses 
is complemented intersemiotically by the presence of the dotted lines and icon 
of the scissors in the visual. This is an instance of what Royce terms 
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Reinforcement of Address, where “the reader is addressed in the same way by 
both modes” (1998:37). The imperative mood in the linguistic clauses challenge 
the reader to take action while the dotted line and scissors invite the viewer to 
cut along the line to detach the moustache, and in doing so, take a step to 
gaining equal salary scales.  
What this advertisement shows then is simple, uncluttered images can be 
powerful and effective, particularly through the use of eye-catching visual 
semiotic messages, the viewer‟s attention is captured and drawn towards the 
postcard. In order to make sense of the moustache which functions as a semiotic 
metaphor, one is enticed to read the accompanying slogan and then turn to the 
back of the postcard for more details, where AWARE (the advertiser) can then 
convey the emancipatory messages, information and the way to take concrete 
action to achieve equal pay scales. The use of a semiotic metaphor allows the 
advertiser to harness the meaning potential in the visual symbol to encourage the 
viewer to translate into action her desire for equal salary scales.   
  
3.3  Postcards involving Meronymy   
The reason why the following three postcards are categorised together is 
because, the intersemiotic relation of meronymy is the most essential one in 
these postcards, as it brings out the central idea upon which the emancipatory 
message of each postcard rests upon.  That said, other intersemiotic relations do 





3.3.1  Postcard 5: Bound Feet  
Visual 
 Using Royce‟s (1998) framework for intersemiotic complementarity, I 
analyse Postcard 4: Bound feet for ideational features. An examination of the 
visual text for represented participants reveals a pair of shoes, which is evidently 
a pair of embroidered “lotus shoes”, typically used in Chinese history for 
binding of women‟s feet. This pair of shoes is the sole object in the postcard and 
on it rests the attention of the viewer of the postcard, making it the most salient 
part of the postcard. Immediately, one is then drawn to look at the 
accompanying text to make sense of this pair of ancient shoes.    
  
Figure 3.10 Postcard 5: Bound Feet (Front) 
 
In terms of Activity, although no overt action takes place as the object is 
inanimate and static, just the mere presence of the shoes evokes viewer‟s shared 
knowledge of the ancient practice of feet-binding. Hence, some form of action 
and event is still being represented.  
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 The Circumstances are also interesting as there is an absence of 
background setting, with no other object, whether animate or inanimate, in the 
visual frame. The background is predominantly red, forming cohesion with the 
red fabric of the lotus shoes. The lack of circumstantial elements accentuates the 
presence and salience of the shoes and its symbolic attributes and forces the 
viewer to look to the text/verbal to make sense of the object. The image is rather 
decontextualised, with an absence of background and the colour scheme of red 
portrays it in a naturalistic way.  
 An analysis of the attributes of the shoes reveals that it is old, worn-out, 
shoddy, as mentioned before, it is a prototype of the shoes worn by Chinese 
women in the past, in the belief that the smaller the feet, the higher the value of 
the women. Poor families saw the size of the feet as a possible ticket to better 
days and wealthy families saw it as a symbol of status and worth. Feet binding 
was designed literally to keep women in their place (Source: 
http://www.anomalies-unlimited.com/OddPics/Bound.html). This pair of shoes 
looks like an art piece and museum-like, giving it the quality of an object to be 
looked at and contemplated on. The slight shadow cast by the light on the shoes 
adds to the realism of the pair of shoes and so do the creases, dirt, tears and stain 
on the blue cloth of the shoes. The shades of red in the background also help to 
add to the feeling of tradition, vintage, oldness and also to the sense of being an 
exhibit. Diagonals are also formed by the alignment of the shoes, the shadows 
on the ground and the hues of red in the background. Being in full colour gives 
it high modality. All these attributes of the pair of lotus shoes are instrumental in 
evoking a segment of Chinese social history. This will be discussed in more 
detail later.   
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Figure 3.11  Postcard 5: Bound Feet (Back) 
 
Verbal 
Text on front of postcard 




























 The participants involved in the accompanying caption are namely 
“they” (x2), “her” (x2), “salary” and “feet”. The designer of the advertisement 
uses the two “they”s interestingly, as if they were the same referent but in actual 
fact, the two “they”s refer to men from completely different eras, or more 
generally, a reference to patriarchal systems. The same goes for the two “her”s. 
The first “they” refers to men of the current era, as confirmed by the use of 
circumstantial adjunct of time “now”, whereas the second “they” points back to 
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men of ancient China involved in perpetuating the act of feet-binding for 
women. Similarly, the first use of “her” suggests working women of today‟s 
world, whereas the second mention of “her” to the women of ancient China, 
who were subjected to the practice of feet-binding. A parallelism is being called 
out through the ambiguous referents represented by these pronouns. The two 
“they”s are being equated as though they were the same entity (i.e men) and the 
two “her”s are also clausally projected to be the same entity, that is, women. 
“They” (men) are projected as the Actors (perpetrators) of the action while the 
women are represented as the Beneficiary (as inappropriate as the word is). 
 In terms of Activity and Processes, there is a material process going on, 
represented by the verbs “doing” and “did”. These choices of verbs are vague as 
the questions of “doing what?” and “did what?” naturally arises upon reading 
the slogan. The answer comes in the Complement (in a rank-shifted clause) 
which is placed at the end of the clause - “what they did to her feet”. To make 
sense of and interpret the message of the advertiser, one‟s shared knowledge is 
triggered and called upon. It is reasonable to believe that a person who has no 
prior knowledge of the practice of feet-binding might have no clue what the 
advertiser means. Notwithstanding, the practice of feet-binding is fairly well-
known and the advertiser is very likely relying on the cultural assumptions of a 
Singaporean audience. The rank-shifted clause “what they did to her feet” 
necessitates shared or background knowledge of a segment of Chinese social 
history, particularly the practice of feet-binding. What follows is that the clause 
“What they did to her feet” is equated and understood as binding or restricting 
growth. One notes that this interpretation and understanding is only made 
possible when viewed alongside the visuals, as “what they did to her feet” can 
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mean many things, if not for the presence of the lotus shoes in the visual.  
   
Text on back of postcard 
 
We then turn to the back of the postcard (see Appendix) which has a text 
that further clarifies the intention of the advertiser. Here the Participants become 
specifically identified as “an average Singaporean working woman”, “her male 
counterpart”, “you”, “AWARE”, “www.aware.org.sg”, “equal pay scales” and 
“a woman”. Viewers are also provided with additional information as to the 
Activity taking place, that is, “a practice” and “a tradition”. The Circumstances 
surrounding the above-mentioned Activity also becomes clear, that is, this 
“tradition” and “practice” is being carried out in Singapore and “modern 
society”.    
 
Intersemiotic complementarity – Meronymy along with Collocation and 
Synonymy 
 In the light of the separate analyses of the visual and the verbal above, 
what can be seen is clear evidence of visual-verbal intersemiotic 
complementarity. The topic-focus of this advertisement is to convey to viewers 
the message that women are not getting equal pay scales to men and something 
should be done about it. What the advertiser has done then is to select the pair of 
lotus shoes as a semiotic metaphor to bring across the intended message. How 
then does this semiotic metaphor work? Firstly, the visual image of the lotus 
shoes intersemiotically collocates most with the lexical item “her feet”. One 
notes that even though it is a possible option the advertiser could have taken, for 
example, to show a pair of mutilated feet resulting from feet-binding, visual 
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ellipsis takes place here. What this means is that, the bound feet of the woman 
and the woman are not visually represented here, yet both of these entities are 
central to the advertisement and present in the linguistic text. Moreover, despite 
not being visually present, the viewer somehow knows they are part of the world 
of the image of the lotus shoes. This is made possible, because of the 
intersemiotic collocational relation between the linguistic element “feet” and the 
visual image of the lotus shoes, which triggers off a mental image of (bound) 
feet that wore the shoes in the visual image. The presence of the tears and stains 
of the shoes add to the realism of the shoes, signaling that the pair of shoes has 
been worn before, hence resulting in the wear and tear. In portraying the shoe as 
being real, the advertiser also implies the practice of feet binding was also real, 
and by extension, signaling that the practice of unequal pay scales between 
genders is also very real.  
 From this interpretation and understanding, the viewer is led to the 
strong intersemiotic relation of Synonymy between the lexical item “her salary” 
with the visually ellipted bound feet, the invisible presence of which is enhanced 
strongly by the visual image of the shoes. In other words, they share similar 
experiential meaning – lotus shoes bind a woman‟s “feet” and restrict the 
growth of the feet in the same way unequal pay scales restrict a working 
woman‟s “salary”. Thus, the action represented by the verbs “doing” (to her 
salary) and “what they did” to her feet is that of restricting or binding. This 
reading is further confirmed upon turning to the back of the postcard 
(cooperation between front and back of a postcard, hence it is not just within a 
page). Here, the identity of the pronoun “her” is mapped onto that of “an 
average Singaporean working woman” and also, “they” could be read as 
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referring to “her male counterpart”.  
It is however the intersemiotic relation of Meronymy, alluding to the idea 
of tradition, that is the most crucial in bringing out the intended message of this 
postcard. The phrase “a tradition that makes a woman pay for being a woman” 
forms an intersemiotic relation of Meronymy with the image of the lotus shoes. 
The mere presence of the lotus shoes functioning as a semiotic metaphor, as 
mentioned earlier, evokes the viewer‟s shared background knowledge of the 
history behind the lotus shoes and how women suffered under the cruel 
traditional practice of feet-binding. Lotus shoes were part of this repressive 
tradition. It is with the image of the lotus shoes and the evoked background 
knowledge that the lexical item “tradition” forms a relation of Meronymy with. 
The “tradition” in the text refers to the tradition of unequal pay scales for men 
and women, nonetheless, by drawing a parallelism between this current tradition 
and the ancient tradition of feet-binding, the advertiser manages to send across a 
powerful message. As described by Flowerdew (2008:208), “appropriating 
stories and idioms from dynastic history” helps to seek “legitimacy through 
recourse to various criteria of quality”, the appeal to „quality‟ referring to 
appropriating a prominent discourse in Chinese society and history.  
Such a reading and interpretation of the text by the viewer is made 
possible due to the appropriation of the lotus feet as a semiotic metaphor. The 
visual image of the lotus shoes is juxtaposed with the accompanying linguistic 
slogan positioned right below the image. This signals that the bound-feet and 
lotus shoes are being associated with the (restricted) salary of working women. 
Women bound their feet in order to increase their value and appeal to men. 
Hence, men and the patriarchal system were the indirect perpetrators of the act 
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of feet-binding; similarly, unequal pay scales are also the result of the workings 
of a patriarchal system. The semiotic metaphor works in such a way that the 
visual image of the lotus shoes is first reconstrued into the lexical item “feet” 
collocationally, followed by a reconstrual into the lexical item “salary”. This is a 
case of divergent semiotic metaphor, as the new functional status of the lexical 
element “salary” does not equate with its former status, as a pair of lotus shoes, 
in its original semiotic (O‟Halloran, 1999a: 348; Lim, 2004: 242). The 
synonymic relation that is created by this semiotic metaphor works in 
conjunction with the relation of Meronymy, allowing greater potential for the 
advertiser to send the intended message to viewers.  
 
Visual image of lotus shoes (semiotic metaphor) 
Lexical item “her feet”  
(Visually ellipted) image of bound feet 
Lexical item “her salary” 
Figure 3.12  Reconstrual using the divergent semiotic metaphor of the lotus shoes 
 
Had this advertisement been confined to solely linguistic text, the effect 
would certainly be less powerful and impacting. From this analysis, we can see 
the potential that lies in the use of semiotic metaphors, particularly this 
advertisement shows how semiotic metaphors can call upon one‟s shared 
background knowledge, and there is less need to clutter the advertisement with 
too many visual elements. Semiotic metaphors also allow the “potential of the 
second semiotic to be exploited” (O‟Halloran, 1999a: 348) in such a way that 
forms Collocation with 
resulting in 
forms relation of Synonymy with 
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emancipatory texts can be effectively created and conveyed in a simple yet 
powerful and eye-catching manner. The concept of semiotic metaphor also helps 
to describe how intersemiotic relations (identified in Royce‟s framework) unfold 
in a multimodal text.  
 
3.3.2  Postcard 6: Marital Rape 
Visual  
 
 The diamond ring forms the biggest and only visual participant (apart 
from AWARE‟s logo) in the graphic in this postcard. The postcard could almost 
pass off as a jewelry advertisement due to its predominantly black and white  
 
Figure 3.13  Postcard 6: Marital Rape (Front) 
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color scheme, which enhances the image of the ring (which could very well be a  
wedding band
1
) and the words imprinted below. The image of the ring is 
particularly salient due to several reasons, such as the matt black background 
and how there is hardly anything else in the background distracting the viewer 
from what is being presented in the centre. Even the text at the bottom of the 
page is printed in very small font to minimize distraction. The silver color of the 
ring and shine of the diamond add on to the salience of the ring, providing  
excellent tonal contrast with the matt black background. Other compositional 
elements help give visual weight to the image of the ring, for instance, its 
placement near to the top of the postcard (see Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006: 
202) and also its centrality. 
The use of font family, type face, style, layout and graphic design, what 
Matthiessen (2007: 24) terms “visual paralanguage”, is significant in this 
advertisement. The elegant italicized font contributes to the feel of this 
advertisement as being similar to a jewelry advertisement, which often also uses 
font which conveys class, elegance, beauty and style. The presence of the two 
fine white lines in the middle of the postcard provides horizontal structuring 
which frames the accompanying caption below the image of the ring. It is the 
accompanying text and this horizontal structuring on which the ring rests on. 
One also notes how the slant of the ring gives it a three-dimensional quality, 
emphasizing the opening of the ring. It is at this point that an analysis of the text 
would help clarify the visuals.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 
In Singapore, diamond rings also function as wedding bands. This understanding is important 
to the concept of marital rape 
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 The participants identified in the accompanying caption are “too many 
Singaporeans” and the inanimate entity “a loophole”. “Too many Singaporeans” 
is fronted and given thematic prominence, emphasizing their role as perpetrators 
of rape and how they are “getting away” with it. Visually, the noun phrase “too 
many Singaporeans” is also given a line of its own, occupying the top level of 
the three layers the clause is spilt into. The second layer contains the material 
process “getting away with rape”, which refers to a more abstract phenomenon 
of escaping punishment for committing an act of wrongdoing or injustice. The 
Circumstance or circumstantial adjunct “thanks to a loophole” provides 
important information about the cause and reason for these Singaporeans being 
able to get away with rape, as the law does not view having sex that is not 
consensual within the boundaries of marriage as being equivalent to rape. Being 
assigned a line of its own at the bottom level also enhances its prominence and 




are getting away with 
rape 























What this loophole refers to is clarified in the first clause at the bottom 
of the postcard:  
The law turns a blind eye to Singaporean men [[who 



















Goal Matter  
 
Here, we are informed that the participant “too many Singaporeans” in 
the caption refers to Singaporean men who force their wives into sex, alluding to 
the act of marital rape. The producer of the postcard chooses to start with a 
broader reference “too many Singaporeans” followed by a specific reference 
“Singaporean men”, possibly because a broader reference would address and 
engage both Singaporean men and women and prompt them to take note of the 
pressing issue at stake. Had the producer chosen a specific reference to be 
fronted, women who come across the postcard might not be interested to read 
on, thinking it does not concern them. 
 The act of (marital) rape, which is the topic focus of the advertisement, 
has a chain of lexical items relating to rape (see chain below), which helps 
convey to the viewer/reader that AWARE firmly views the act of forcing one‟s 
wife into sex as rape and an infringement of one‟s rights, even if the law does 
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not deem it to be so.    
“getting away with rape”  “who force their wives into sex”  “if your rights 
are being raped”  “even a single case of marital rape” 
Figure 3.15 Chain of lexical items relating to rape 
It is interesting to note the use of the material process “raped” to describe what 
is being done to a woman‟s rights. This is a marked and metaphorical (and 
alliterative) use of the verb as one does not usually conceive of rights as being 
raped, the effect of which is emphasis is thrown on the words “rights” and 
“raped” and in addition, the severity and unacceptability of forcing one‟s wife 
into sex are reaffirmed by the intense and unusual use of “raped”.   




















Intersemiotic complementarity – Relation of Meronymy and Repetition 
I now examine how the visual and the verbal work together to convey 
the intended message and topic-focus of the advertisement. As mentioned 
earlier, the image of the ring carries a lot of visual weight and presence. This is 
important as the ring is the pivot upon which the advertisement‟s intended 
message rests upon. Firstly, the ring creates a relation of Repetition with the 
linguistic item “loophole”, as the circle of the ring is somewhat like a hole, and 
the layout of the advertisement is such that the ring provides an opening out of 
the space created by the two horizontal lines. The three-dimensional effect 
resulting from the way the ring is slanted enhances the appearance of the hole of 
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the ring. The visual “hole” created is then represented particularly as a loophole.  
More importantly, the ring creates a relation of Meronymy with the idea 
of marriage, a wedding band being an essential item and symbol of a marriage. 
This meronymic relation alludes to the topic-focus of the advertisement which is 
marital rape. Furthermore, this advertisement, particularly the attributes of the 
ring and the elegant style of the font, parodies that of a jewelry advertisement 
and hence is well suited to showing how under the guise of marriage (which is a 
supposedly beautiful thing), women are being forced into sex by their husbands 
and not being able to speak out or do anything to resist.  
 As with many of the other AWARE postcards, the image of the ring 
functions as semiotic metaphor from which the intended message of the 
advertiser can be effectively put forth. How this semiotic metaphor works then 
is the visual image of the ring becomes reconstrued into the linguistic item 
“loophole” and from this reconstrual, the advertiser can then purport their view 
that “the law turns a blind eye to Singaporean men who force their wives into 
sex” and also provide the avenues through which these victims can seek help 













Or visit  www.aware.org.sg 
 
for help 



















3.3.3 Postcard 7: Date Rape  
Visual  
 The most salient participant in this advertisement is the bouquet of pink 
roses. Again, this is the only object in the visual and its sheer size relative to the 
frame of the postcard demands the full attention of the viewer. Although there is 
no visible Activity taking place, the tilt of the bouquet implies dynamic  
  
Figure 3.16 Postcard 7: Date Rape (Front)  
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movement, reminding one of the position and movement of which a bouquet is 
presented to someone. In addition, one might associate this bouquet of roses to a 
date, as bouquets of roses are quite often given to ladies by their male 
counterpart on such occasions. There is an absence of background, the 
background being predominantly in non-contrastive pink, as the bouquet‟s 
ribbon and the roses are also in similar pink. The choice of the pink as the colour 
theme has ideological implications which will be discussed below.  
There is also no other object to distract the viewer from fixing his or her 
eye on the bouquet. This makes the image highly decontextualised and shown in 
a void and, according to Kress and van Leeuwen (2006: 161) the absence of 
setting makes the “represented participants become generic, a „typical example‟, 
rather than particular”. Being generic is important in informative advertisements 
such as AWARE postcards, as it then allows victims of abuse and discrimination 
to picture or put themselves into the scenario being depicted by the 
advertisement. 
 The Attributes of the bouquet are interesting and demand closer 
attention. Upon a casual look, one might think this is a beautiful sweet bouquet 
of roses, the sweetness of it being enhanced by the choice of pink, which is often 
associated with being romantic and charming and conveying physical weakness, 
as such it is often associated with the “weaker” sex, as stated in About.com 
desktop publishing website 
(http://desktoppub.about.com/cs/colorselection/p/pink.htm). Cheskin (1951: 
147) explains how pink “appeals”, “stimulates” and “produces a favourable 
mood [leading] to favourable action”. These associations are in sync with the 
message of the postcard, that is, ladies should not be enticed by the coercings of 
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their male partners, regardless of how gentle the persuasion is, and no matter 
how “charming” and “romantic” he is, she has a right to say no. This reading is 
also reinforced by the choice of white for the wrapper, which again signifies 
purity (Cheskin, 1951: 28). At the top front section of the bouquet, the wrapper 
is deliberately slightly crumpled to reveal the green leaves and stems of the 
roses, giving a feel of freshness and harmony (Bear, 2009).  
 However, when one looks closely at the bouquet, he or she then notices 
the lethal thorns protruding out of the bouquet. The grayish thorns are 
deliberately made salient by contrasting them with the white wrapper and also 
due to it being scattered all over the wrapper and even the handle of the bouquet, 
such that it is hard not to get pricked if anyone were to hold it. The thorns look 
menacing, some of which are curved inwards, very similar to those on stems of 
roses, while others are smaller and less noticeable but equally capable of hurting 
an individual.   
 
Verbal  
 There are two main participants in the accompanying text, the first of 
which is “you”, which could refer to the viewer of the advertisement who may 
be facing the problem of date rape. Then there is the victimizer, who could be 
someone the woman is dating for the first time or a boyfriend she has known for 
years. “Date rape” is also projected as something capable of hurting and given 
marked thematic prominence, the effect of which is the entire clause is like a 
warning. AWARE itself is also a participant, represented by its contact details, 
the organisation‟s logo and “someone” who the victim can talk to.  
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Date rape: Don’t let 
 



















At the same time, “date rape” is the main Activity which AWARE is 
highlighting as being something which one should not have to put up with and 
an act which is “going too far” even when the victimizer is the woman‟s 
boyfriend. Other Activities represented linguistically are “to draw the line”, 
which is one of the messages AWARE hopes to convey, that is, women must 
know where to draw a boundary in their relationship with their dates. In line 
with AWARE‟s aims of creating greater awareness of their organisation‟s help 
services and avenues of support, imperatives and material processes like “call” 
and “visit” are used.    
 
 Relational processes are used to identify the men who would possibly 
commit date rape, the gist of the message being, that regardless of how long the 
woman has known the man, date rape can still occur.   
whether it  ’s your first date  
 













































Another important choice of process is that of Relational Attributive Possessive, 
in order to emphasise that girls (Possessor) possess the right (Possessed) to say 
no and they should not be pressured into having sex with their partners.  


















Even though the intended message in this postcard is a serious and 
sombre one, yet contractions are used frequently. This suggests deliberate 
informality and conversationalisation on AWARE‟s part, perhaps to reflect the 
lingo and register between couples, which is usually informal and casual. It 
could also be that since the topic-focus date rape is a sensitive one and there 
might very well be viewers who are victims of this act, AWARE softens the 
tone used to convey the message, to make their image more appealing and 
suggest approachability.    
 
Intersemiotic complementarity – Relation of Meronymy and Synonymy 
 There are a few relations being created, the most fundamental one is a 
relation of Meronymy between the visual of the bouquet and the linguistic item 
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“date”. This relation of Meronymy brings out this postcard‟s central idea of a 
date. The visuals of the thorns form a relation of Synonymy with the material 
process “hurt”. In line with these readings, the image of the thorny bouquet then 
functions as a semiotic metaphor for date rape. The visual of the bouquet is 
reconstrued into the linguistic item “Date rape”.  It is upon this reconstrual that 
the rest of the message is built upon.  
 The semiotic choices made in this postcard and the use of this semiotic 
metaphor warrants discussion. As mentioned previously, the choice of pink as 
the dominant colour deliberately mimics how dates might seem nice and 
innocent, but can become potentially dangerous when the man uses it to mask 
his intention of having sex with the woman or when it turns into an occasion for 
sex, which may not be consensual, as suggested by the thorns protruding from 
the wrapper.  
 The thorns though are not as salient as the other attributes of the 
bouquet, the roses, white wrapper and ribbon. If one does not look close enough, 
there is a possibility the viewer can mistake the thorns as patterns on the 
wrapper. It is reasonable to suggest the advertiser sends forth a message for 
female viewers that things might not be what they seem on the surface and one 
needs to be careful not to get hurt by date rape.  
 Lastly, the choice of a multi-semiotic mode of portrayal is particularly 
suitable for an intended message, which is a serious and sensitive issue. 
Moreover, the placement of the postcards at places frequented by young people 
necessitates that the postcard is eye-catching and appealing (hence, the choice of 
pretty pink), to entice the viewer to pick it up and read on to the linguistic text. 
Hence, the deliberately ambiguous and puzzling visuals urge the viewer to read 
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on to the accompanying text to make sense of it. It is also pertinent that the 
image must be strongly salient and high in modality, which explains the choice 
of one single visual entity for capturing full attention of the viewer and the 
absence of background details, as this accentuates what is on display.  
 
3.4 Postcards involving Collocation OR Antonymy  
In this section, I present two postcards, one with the relation of 
Collocation being the main relation which captures the topic-focus of the 
postcard (Postcard 8: Incest) and the other using the intersemiotic relation of 
Antonymy to cue the viewer into the concept of “forgetting” (Postcard 9: 
Remembering a rapist) which is central to the postcard‟s intended message. 















3.4.1 Postcard 8: Incest  
 
Figure 3.17 Postcard 8: Incest (Front) 
Visual  
 The more salient Participants in this postcard are the writings on the wall 
and the wall switch at the top left corner of the postcard. A word should be said 
of how the writing on the wall is both visual as well as verbal. It is visual 
because it exists as part of the story being depicted in the postcard. Furthermore, 
the producer has deliberately made the wall writing seem like the scribbling of a 
child, as typified by the choice of a font which resembles the handwriting of a 
child, which is often slanted and not in proper alignment. One also notes how 
the handwriting evolves over the different dates the diary entry is made, for 
instance, in the entries made in 1995, some of the alphabets are still oddly 
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shaped, the alphabets are very close to each other (e.g. the “l” and “o” in “lots) 
and the handwriting is not very well aligned. The handwriting steadies through 
the years and in 2000 and 2001, we see the handwriting has become much neater 
and more evenly spaced. Evidently, the advertiser has made these “visual 
paralanguage” (Matthiessen, 2007: 24) choices to reflect the handwriting of a 
child and model it like a journal or diary entry who has been subjected to incest 
from her father over an extended period of time. The depiction of the 
handwriting as wall graffiti is also symbolic, as graffiti is often associated with 
juvenile delinquents or people who are looking for a form of expression or an 
outlet to vent their frustrations or emotions, which is what the child who has 
been subjected to sexual abuse by her father is doing.  
On the other hand, the writing on the wall is also verbal as linguistic 
elements are being used to relate the encounters of the child, somewhat like a 
shortened narrative of events which have taken place over a span of six years. It 
is unlike the text at the bottom which is an accompanying note from AWARE, 
whereas the writing functions as a story within the world depicted by the 
visuals. This deliberate fusing of the visual and verbal is what O‟Halloran calls a 
case of “intersemiotic mixing”, the use of selections of different semiotic 
selection, and “intersemiotic adoption” (2005:167), which describes the use of 
functional elements across semiotic resources.  
Another Participant which is highly salient is the wall switch at the top 
left corner of the postcard, as it is one of the few Participants in the visual. Also, 
the wall switch commands much attention from the viewer due to its fairly big 
size relative to the frame of the postcard and the glare of light being reflected on 
it. Its positioning beside what seems like a wooden door frame is also 
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significant, as together these two visual elements give viewers the impression 
that the setting is one of a room in a house. The switch is one commonly found 
in houses and the door frame looks quite old and slightly splintered at the 
bottom. The visual presence of the wall switch is significant in that it controls 
the flow of light in a room, particularly when the room is dark, suggesting to the 
viewer what are the activities that might happen in the room when it is dark, 
alluding to the incestuous acts that the producer is speaking out against.  
The predominantly cream coloured wall also suggests this might be a 
typical HDB flat, as cream is a popular colour in many HDB units. The cream-
coloured wall serves to accentuate the handwriting on it.  A linguistic analysis of 
the writings (refer to Appendix) on the wall will show why giving the 
impression that the setting is that of a house is particularly suited to this 
advertisement. It is also worth noting how the markings on the wall are 
reminiscent of parents marking up a wall to record a child‟s growth, hinting on 
how we are supposed to read the entries, that is, from bottom up. As the child 
grows, he or she is also gradually able to reach and write at higher parts of the 
wall.  
The writings on the wall are all in short terse declaratives. Evidently, 
these are entries of a girl who has been subjected to the act of incest. The first 
four entries have a 1
st
 person proper noun “Daddy” as unmarked topical theme, 
signaling the affection and closeness the girl shares with her father. It is 
interesting how the advertiser uses a mental process of affection to capture the 
very first entry, perhaps to show how in cases of incest, the actions of the father 
are interpreted as acts of love from the child‟s perspective. This love is 
manifested through acts like hugging, kissing, which are expressed in material 
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processes in the next few entries. The choice of material processes emphasizes 
the physicality of these incestuous acts and the father encroaching boundaries 





 entry, the referent for the father becomes an impersonal 
3
rd
 person pronoun “He”, suggesting the distance and rift that have already 
surfaced in the father-daughter relationship. He has perhaps become a figure 
who strikes fear in her, as confirmed by the choice of material process “hurt”. 
The attention is then turned onto the victim herself becoming more 
introspective, as she reflects on how she feels, whose fault is it and what she is 
going to do about it, using the 1
st
 person pronoun “I” in the final 3 entries to 
express these thoughts. Two relational processes are used, the first of which 
(8.3.99) “feel” (which functions like the verb “am”) is to capture the feeling of 
the girl, while in the penultimate clause (5.8.00), “must be” is used to show how 
the victim has identified herself as the reason for what the situation is today.   
 What the advertiser has achieved with the fusing of two semiotic modes 
is to portray a progression of inappropriate intimacy that a child who is facing 
incest might be experiencing, so that the viewer or people who know others who 
are suffering from this problem can identify with (some of) the scenarios 
expressed in the diary entries and seek appropriate help from AWARE. This is 
corroborated by the accompanying text at the bottom of the postcard.  
 
If you, or anyone 
[[you know]] 
is suffering from incest 



















   
Intersemiotic complementarity – Collocation and Synonymy 
 The depicted setting of a room in a house in this advertisement forms a 
relation of Collocation with the linguistic item “incest”, as one would normally 
expect acts of  incest to be carried out at home in the privacy of a bedroom. In 
addition, there is an intersemiotic relation of Synonymy between the narrative 
that is expressed through the visual-verbal diary entries on the wall and the 
linguistic item “incest”, as the visual-verbal narrative captures the similar 
experiential meaning of how the act of incest unfolds over years. The relation of 
Collocation is pivotal to bringing across the very sensitive issue of incest. By 
depicting the setting of a room in a house, AWARE can broach this issue 
without being overly explicit or having too many formal and descriptive details. 
  Visual Verbal  
Identification 
 Who? What? - 
handwritings/scribbling on the 
wall; a wall switch  
 Activity - Several activities 
described in the handwriting.  
 Circumstance - ; presumably in a 
room. 
 Attributes - predominantly cream 
background of wall and switch 
box accentuates the handwriting 
and also adds to the feel of a 
typical HDB flat. Handwriting 
resembles that of a child, as seen 
from the curvature of the words 
and the font and also the 
terseness of the sentences.    
 
Identification 
 Who? What? - I (the victim); 
Daddy, you, someone you know, 
AWARE 
 Activity - hurts me, lies on top of 
me, gets into my bed, kisses my 
tummy, hugs me lots, loves me, 
end it all; suffering from incest, 
telephone  
 Circumstance - incest that has 
been going on for a prolonged 
period of 7 years; help is 
available  
 Attribute - sad, hurt  
Table 3.3 Analyses of visual and verbal elements using Royce’s framework 








3.4.2 Postcard 9: Remembering a rapist  
 





Front text  




































Instead of having a more unmarked clausal structure like “The problem 
isn‟t remembering…”, the advertiser chooses to give the rank-shifted clause 
“remembering what a rapist looks like” thematic prominence, as this is the 
central idea from which the topic-focus of the advertisement evolves around. As 
with some of the other AWARE postcards, a lexical chain of items relating to a 
central idea or topic-focus of the advertisement is formed. In this advertisement, 
the central idea of remembering is captured through lexical items such as 
“remembering what a rapist looks like”, “trying to forget” (forgetting being the 
antithesis of remembering), “relive their ordeals” and “in flashbacks”. How this 
lexical chain forms an intersemiotic relation with the visuals will be discussed 
later on.  
 “Remembering what a rapist looks like” (fronted theme)  “trying to forget” 
(antithetical relation)  “relive their ordeals” (similar experiential meaning 
with remembering)  “in flashbacks” (metonymy)   
Figure 3.19 Lexical chain relating to the central idea of remembering 
 
Back text  














 A reading of the back text reveals an interesting usage of the noun 
“survivors” to describe rape victims (Participant). This word invokes the idea of 
rape being an act which is so brutal and violent that it is akin to one‟s life being 
endangered and taken. Lexical items such as “traumatised” and “ordeal” serve to 
reinforce the brutality of the act (Activity), while circumstantial adjuncts “again 
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and again” (Extent) and “in flashbacks” (Manner: means) suggest the prolonged 
mental agony the victims of rape go through. The choice of a mental process 
“relive” is well-suited to conveying the mental struggle in the aftermath of rape.   



















The dichotomy that is created between the ideas of “many” and “few” is 
significant, as the advertiser wishes to inform viewers of the advertisement how 
there is a large number of rape victims who are suffering from the mental agony 
but only a handful is getting the much-needed help because they do not report 
the rape as 90% of these victims know the attacker and presumably would not 
want to get them in trouble or fear the repercussions of doing so. Hence, the 
advertiser encourages victims of rape to break this trend and seek professional 
help, assuring them confidentiality and that they would not be forced to report 
the rape.  
And  few women get the help [[they need]] 

















   
Because  few women report the rape 























 A visual analysis of the advertisement shows the most salient entity to be 
the face of the man positioned right in the centre of the postcard, also very much 
because of its sheer size relative to the frame of the postcard and it being placed 
against a plain white background. The face of the man is the only represented 
participant in the visual and his cold piercing direct gaze makes it such that he 
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seems to interact with the viewer of the advertisement. This gaze is emphasised 
by the rather unique eyebrows which are darker nearer the nose bridge but 
slowly fades out in the outer regions. The gaze is directed at the viewer and a 
straight-line vector can be drawn from the eyes of the man to the eyes of the 
viewer. What it creates is a direct address with the viewer, somewhat like an 
imperative “Take a good look at me” or declarative “This is what I look like” 
providing information to the viewer.  Both these readings are highly plausible as 
confirmed by the full frontal view that the viewer has of the face of the man. His 
hair is gelled and spiked upwards, giving viewers an unblocked view of all his 
facial features.  
In addition, the face is evidently digitally pieced together, as seen from 
the rectangular piece on which the eyes and eyebrows rest and trapezium piece 
where the lips is. These pieces are of a different shade from the skin tone of the 
face. There are two artificial lines on the cheeks, running from the trapezium 
piece (lip area) to the rectangular piece (eye area). All these attributes which 
have been deliberately included by the advertiser confirm that the face is indeed 
digitally put together, similar to those put together by police to help victims of 
crime identify criminals. These artificial pieces of facial features plastered on 
the man‟s face have the effect of drawing close attention from the viewer, as the 
unnatural assemble of the face entices viewers to take a closer look, reinforcing 
the reading that the visual seems to put forth both a declarative (This is what I 
look like) and imperative (Take a good look at me). The presence of the wooden 
clipboard, the red paper divider, pieces of paper behind the one with the face, 
the punched holes on the left spine of the top piece allowing easy filing, the 
paper clips on the top left and bottom left of the page all reinforce the portrayal 
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of the Circumstance as being a police station and the face as being a photo-fit 
which the police has taken the effort to piece together digitally for identification 
purposes.  Other Attributes contributing to this reading are the near-perfect 
symmetry of the facial features, for instance, the pursed lips, the nose, the 
jawbones, the eyes and eyebrows of the man. One also notes the symmetrical 
circular shading around the lip area.  
 
Intersemiotic complementarity – Relations of Antonymy and Synonymy  
The face of the man and his facial expressions as mentioned earlier are 
portrayed such that the viewer is directly addressed with a visual declarative 
(that is providing information). The text at the bottom helps to make sense of the 
visuals and this text is visually linked to the world of the image by a slip of 
paper which is attached to the file by the paper clip. This emphasises that the 
text is to be closely read in conjunction with the visuals, as the text has gone 
beyond being a slogan on its own like many of the other postcards to being one 
which exists in the world of the visual discourse.   
Looking at the text, it becomes very evident that the face generically 
refers to a rapist and symbolically it calls upon common knowledge of what 
happens at the police station when the police try to produce an accurate portrait 
of a criminal based on the description given by the victim. Hence, the verbal 
“remembering a rapist” has an intersemiotic relation of Synonymy with the face 
on the postcard. The advertiser introduces a new verbal element “trying to forget 
is”, which is an antithesis to remembering. An intersemiotic relation of 
Antonymy is formed, as normally, the photograph produced by the police is to 
aid remembrance and identification but the advertiser here brings in the opposite 
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idea of forgetting. The idea of forgetting being so hard also relates to the text at 
the back which talks about how 90% of rape victims know their attackers - 
hence the increased difficulty of forgetting. It is from this intersemiotic 
production of meaning alluding to the idea of remembering and forgetting that 
the advertiser has chosen to bring across the intended message. This message is 
found at the back of the postcard, where the advertiser shows empathy with the 
viewer by stating the ordeal and trauma of the aftermath of rape and that many a 
time the victim knows the rapist, which makes forgetting even harder, if not 
impossible. The advertiser then informs the viewer that she should seek help and 
assures the reader AWARE provides confidential counselling. The effectiveness 
of the message can be largely accredited to the use of the intersemiotic relation 
of Antonymy, as the idea of “remembering”, which is visually alluded to by the 
photo-fit of the rapist, antithetically cues the viewer/reader into the central idea 
of how hard it is to forget the ordeal of being raped.   
The face of the man functions as a semiotic metaphor, as it draws close 
attention due to its artificiality. The visual is then reconstrued into the verbal 
“remembering what a rapist looks like…”, and the paper clip functions as a 
signaler to the viewer that this is the reading path to be taken.  
Ideational  
 
Visual Verbal  
Identification 
 Who? What? - Picture of a man (has 
been put together, similar to the 
faces that police digitally produce to 
identify criminals). Interacting with 
the viewer?   
 Activity - Staring  
 Circumstance - Nil  
 Attributes - Grey and white 
predominant colors; face is put 
together as seen by the different 
layers used to frame the eyes and 
Identification 
 Who? What? - rapist; rape 
survivors, few women, attacker, 
you, AWARE 
 Activity - Remembering and 
forgetting; relive their ordeal, get 
the help they need, report the rape, 
know their attacker, have been 
raped, call AWARE 
 Circumstance - a rape that has 
supposedly taken place?  
 Attribute - traumatized (rape 
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the lips; tousled & gelled hair, 
cashew sinister eyes;  photograph is 
on a piece of paper with a paper clip 
on the top left giving the idea that 
it‟s from a file of some sort (note: 
the wooden board at the back) 
survivors);  
Table 3.4 Analyses of visual and verbal elements using Royce’s framework 
(Postcard 9: Remembering a rapist) 
 
3.5 Proposing a new intersemiotic relation of parallelism  
The final postcard in my analysis stands in a section on its own, as I 
propose a new intersemiotic relation of Parallelism to account for the unique 
intersemiotic interplay, or what I term intersemiotic fusion, that takes place in 


















3.5.1 Postcard 10: Sexual Harassment  
Verbal-visual analysis 
 An analysis of the linguistic text shows that a chain of lexical items 
relating to the concept of space is present. This linguistic construction of space 
is the central idea behind the intended message and also the platform from 
which a visual-verbal (intersemiotic) interplay takes place to produce a coherent  
 
Figure 3.21 Postcard 10: Sexual Harassment (Front) 
reading (or rather viewing) of the text. This will be elaborated later. The lexical 
chain starts with the word “YOUR SPACE” which is visually very salient due to 
its size and positioning at the top half of the postcard. Aptly, the advertiser has 
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selected a relational identifying process to emphasise the space belongs to the 
individual (viewer of the text). Next in the chain is the phrase “public contact” 
which collocates with the idea of space, as public contact after all involves 
being within the space of the public and being near people, particularly 
strangers. This is followed by the material process “come too close” which 
clearly has to do with infringing on one‟s personal space. The idea of crossing 
the boundaries of one‟s personal space is also captured in the material process 
“touching you without permission”, as by committing this act, the perpetrator 
logically would have encroached on the personal space of the victim. 
Dominance of material processes in the linguistic text is in sync with the 
physicality of the act of infringing on one‟s personal space. 
 
 “YOUR SPACE”  “PUBLIC CONTACT”  “COME TOO CLOSE”  
“TOUCHING YOU WITHOUT PERMISSION” 
Figure 3.22 Chain of lexical items relating to the concept of personal space 
 
 
Figure 3.23 Postcard 10: Sexual Harassment (Back) 
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Intersemiotic complementarity (semiotic fusion) – A relation of Parallelism  
As mentioned previously, it is from this lexical chain of items relating to 
space that two things are achieved, the more direct of which is to bring across 
the topic-focus of the advertisement, that is, sexual harassment, which often 
involves an infringement of personal space. Secondly, the lexical construction of 
the concept of space forms a relationship of parallelism with the physical act of 
having to move closer to read the words which are in tinier font (though one is 
not supposed to do so in an eye test). Parallelism is a term I propose to describe 
the relationship of intersemiotic complementarity in this postcard, as Royce‟s 
framework does not have a term which can accurately capture the intersemiotic 
process taking place. The uniqueness of the advertisement lies in how it borrows 
from the schemata or structure of an eye chart for testing eye sight. As with an 
eye chart used in an eye sight test, one has to read the eye chart at a given 
position from a stipulated distance. The person is not allowed to move closer to 
decipher the letters and numerals even if they are too small to read, as it would 
render the test results inaccurate. This delineated space/boundary between the 
person and the chart in an eye test parallels the concept of one‟s personal space. 
Whether it is done by a superior at work or a family member, moving too close 
into one‟s personal space is ethically not permissible. In borrowing the schemata 
of an eye chart, the advertiser taps upon both visual and verbal semiotic 
resources, fusing these two semiotic modes to produce the desired effect and 
meaning for the advertisement.  
The semiotic fusion of the visual and verbal makes the mode of 
presentation of the intended message interesting and able to capture attention 
effectively. This is because the format of the eye chart is visually very salient, 
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due to its colour scheme being black and white, differentiating it from other 
advertisements (the surrounding zocards on the stand) which are predominantly 
multi-coloured. Moreover, a passerby would be curious to find out what is an 
eye chart doing on the stand. He or she might then take it as a challenge (as is 
with the aim of eye charts to be able to read as much of the alphabets as 
possible) to read the entire text encapsulated in the eye chart, especially the 
words in smaller font. Once the entire text is successfully read, the viewer would 
have got the gist of the intended message and a successive reading of the text at 
the back of postcard would reinforce the message and topic-focus of the 
advertisement which is that victims of sexual harassment should seek 
professional help and have the right to say no to the perpetrators of sexual 
harassment.  
Ideational  
Visual Verbal  
Identification 
 Who? What? - Eye Chart for 
testing of eye sight 
 Activity - Infringement of public 
space - saying something about 
your body or touching without 
permission.  
 Circumstance - Eye test? 
 Attributes - predominantly black 
and white as necessitated by the 
design of eye charts which are 
usually as such.  Font decreases 
in size from top to bottom.  
Identification 
 Who? What? - your, someone, 
victim of sexual harassment, 
someone who may be a victim; 
we (AWARE).  
 Activity - sexual harassment; call 
us; say no; infringement of 
private space; criminal act 
 Circumstance - infringing private 
space without permission 
 Attribute - victimized  
Table 3.5 Analyses of visual and verbal elements using Royce’s framework 









4.1  Why multimodal emancipatory texts? 
From the analyses of the ten postcards in the previous chapter, I now 
proceed to discuss a few features and mechanisms of multimodal texts and how 
these help to construct more effective emancipatory discourses. These 
mechanisms are common features which characterise the AWARE postcards 
and ones which are useful to the designing of emancipatory multimodal 
discourse.  
The concept of semiotic metaphor referred to in many of the postcards is 
given further thought, while I also explain how mechanisms like Singularity of 
images and Visual terseness are shown to help in making clear to the reader 
what kind of intersemiotic relations between the visual and verbal are to be 
drawn (i.e. how the text is to be read). I then discuss how Multi-semiotic Chains 
aid in constructing intersemiotically coherent texts and why Intersemiotic 
Fusion offers immense possibilities for the designers of multimodal texts. I 
attempt to theorise these mechanisms by giving them specific terms and explain 
how they aid in the production of more effective emancipatory multimodal texts. 
Further, I show why emancipatory texts should adopt a multimodal approach to 
improve its accessibility, appeal, effectiveness and most of all, achieve 
emancipatory objectives.  
 
4.2  Semiotic metaphors 
A very useful mechanism that can be found in multimodal texts is 
semiotic metaphor. As mentioned by O‟Halloran (1999a: 348), semiotic 
metaphors “allow the potential of the second semiotic to be exploited.” Semiotic 
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transitions that take place in semiotic metaphors, according to O‟Halloran 
provides “[access to] the meaning potential of new semiotic resources”, 
“[introduces] new functional elements and [changes] the functional status of 
existing elements.” In other words, semiotic metaphors operate in such a way 
that a semiotic interchange takes place from one semiotic to a second semiotic 
and it is from this second semiotic that the advertiser‟s intended emancipatory 
messages are presented. Postcard 1: Bound Feet provides an apt illustration. The 
visual of the lotus shoes by itself represents the practice of feet binding but with 
the introduction and juxtaposition of the accompanying linguistic text “they‟re 
now doing to her salary what they did to her feet”, the idea of an act or process, 
the most likely reading being “restricting growth” (binding), is evoked. What 
happens is that the functional status of the visual image of the lotus shoes has 
been changed and is no longer a mere representation of a segment of history. It 
has been appropriated such that from the visual image of the lotus shoes, a new 
functional element “feet” (semiotic system of language) is introduced by a 
collocational relation with shoes and following that, the linguistic item “salary” 
is paralleled to the visually ellipted bound feet. This semiotic transition allows 
the emancipatory message that a new form of discrimination is taking place – 
women face unequal salary scales and something should be done about it – to be 
brought forward cogently.    
Another concept that is rather similar to O‟Halloran‟s semiotic metaphor 
and is useful for analysis of visual metaphors is Forceville‟s (1996: 148) Verbo-
Pictorial Metaphor (VPM). Forceville defines this as a variant of metaphor in 
which “one of the terms is rendered pictorially and one is rendered verbally.” 
VPMs work in such a way that the source domain (or domain of primary 
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subject) is exploited in order to build up the target domain; the reverse is also 
possible. Forceville also notes that in some cases, after the “metaphorical 
correspondence” (cf. O‟Halloran‟s semiotic transition) between the two domains 
(from two different semiotic systems), “the reader is surreptitiously invited to go 
on supplying correspondences in the remainder of the text” (Forceville, 1996: 
152) to make sense of the metaphor. In Postcard 1, the correspondence that the 
reader supplies is that lotus shoes restrict growth and by an intersemiotically-
created parallel relationship, the reading that women‟s salaries are being 
restricted from reaching equal scales with men is produced.  
It should be mentioned that often, this missing “correspondence” needed 
to make sense of the advertisement comes from cultural knowledge or shared 
background knowledge, as seen in Postcard 1, the cultural knowledge of the 
tradition of feet-binding is essential to the meaning-making process. From here, 
we can postulate that semiotic metaphor or VPMs are useful in evoking shared 
background knowledge which relates to the topic-focus of the emancipatory 
message, without linguistic verbosity of words.  
Semiotic metaphors can have interpersonal, ideational and textual 
meaning or metafunctions. For discussion purpose, I will look at each 
metafunction separately by identifying an example of a postcard which fulfils 
that particular metafunction. Notwithstanding, it must be made clear that 
semiotic metaphors can and often do perform all three metafunctions or a 
combination of them within a single advertisement. Postcard 3: Plastic Cover is 
an example of semiotic metaphor having interpersonal meaning. As explained in 
the previous chapter, the image of the plastic cover is reconstrued as the 
linguistic item “what‟s on the surface”. Also, visually represented by the raised 
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hands of the girl is the visual and metaphorical act of lifting the veil and this is 
reconstrued as a verbal element and material process “reveal(ing) your inner 
beauty”. The semiotic transitions taking place here carry interpersonal meaning, 
firstly because one would not normally expect a plastic veil on a person‟s head 
and secondly, by choosing to depict it as such, the photographer has made a 
Marked choice which expands the meaning potential of the semiotic system (see 
O‟Halloran, 1999a: 324, 328). Furthermore, this marked choice, together with 
the visually depicted act of lifting the plastic veil, is a visual invitation and 
imperative beckoning the viewer into the world of the girl and to take a look at 
what lies beneath the surface, creating strong interpersonal meaning.   
An apt instance of semiotic metaphor having ideational meaning can be 
found in Postcard 7: Date Rape. In this postcard, the appearance of the thorns on 
the bouquet‟s wrapper is again a Marked option, as one does not usually find 
thorns protruding through the wrapper of a bouquet. The reason for this 
depiction is that through the semiotic metaphor of the thorny bouquet, the 
advertiser wishes to convey the information that there are cases of females who 
are pressured or forced to have sex with their boyfriends who use the pretext 
that since they are dating, the female is obliged to give in to him. This 
information is presented in the accompanying linguistic text but the impact of 
the message is made more powerful with the semiotic metaphor synonymously 
working with the linguistic item “Date Rape: Don‟t let it hurt you”. The reading 
is made possible when the viewer supplies the missing correspondence that 
thorns hurt if one is not careful.  
Finally, semiotic metaphor can also have a textual, or what O‟Toole 
(1994: 22) terms as compositional, function and meaning and we examine how 
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this takes place in Postcard 6: Marital Rape. O‟Toole (ibid.) defines the 
compositional function as being “decisions about the arrangement of forms 
within the pictorial space, about line, rhythm and colour relationships.” In 
Postcard 6, the visual image of the diamond ring functioning as a semiotic 
metaphor has high compositional function. It is noted how the linguistic text in 
cursive elegant font is enclosed and framed by two horizontal lines, the only 
opening out of this frame is the diamond ring, which is slightly slanted, 
emphasizing the hole of the ring. This visual depiction intersemiotically 
complements the linguistic item “loophole” and it is around this idea of 
“loophole” in the law, that the advertiser‟s message is carried forth. However, 
what makes this advertisement effective is the compositional element, 
particularly the positioning of the ring in the centre and above the verbal text 
and the close resemblance to a jewelry advertisement due to decisions about 
line, colour scheme and font.  
To summarise this section, as O‟Halloran (2005: 184) puts it, “semiotic 
metaphor is important because it helps to explain how intersemiosis contributes 
to the expansion of meaning, including co-contextualisation and re-
contextualisation.” The AWARE postcards illustrate how semiotic metaphor is 
an effectual and useful tool to propagate emancipatory messages in a creative, 
refreshing and yet powerful way, in that the semiotic metaphors help to create a 
new field of meaning potential from which the emancipatory messages can be 
launched.  
 
4.3  Singularity of images 
As we have seen from some of the postcards (e.g. Bound Feet, 
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Moustache, Plastic Cover, Marital Rape, Date Rape), the semiotic metaphors 
used are often singular, that is, there is only one image for the viewer‟s attention 
to rest upon. Singularity of images can be very powerful as the image is 
uncluttered with unnecessary and distracting details or background, which is to 
say, singular images avoid visual verbosity.  
Moreover, singular images (particularly when they function as semiotic 
metaphors) act as a point of entry, trigger point and focal point into the 
information which is to be presented, whether factual or ideological or 
interpersonal. This point of entry is very important and cannot be 
underestimated, as it determines whether a person wants to even pick up the 
brochure or advertisement and also if he or she is interested to read on. This has 
to do with what linguists and semioticians call Interpersonal Function or Modal 
Function (see O‟Toole, 1994: 5), that is, the ability to engage the attention and 
interest of the viewer or reader. Taking Postcard 2: Moustache as an example, in 
O‟Toolean terms, the simple and uncluttered visual of the moustache would 
function as Work, Episode and Figure all together, by virtue of it being the only 
major visual entity in the picture (if we exclude the dotted line). The 
significance of this is there is less analytical work required on the part of the 
reader, be it conscious or sub-conscious, as there would be lesser ranks to 
unpack compared to an image which has multiple Episodes and Figures. Hence, 
a singular image lends itself well to emancipatory discourses such as AWARE‟s 
postcard advertisements. Considering that postcards have very limited space for 
presentation, it is important for the producer to say what they want to convey in 
a visually succinct manner. For advertisements such as AWARE‟s postcards, 
one of the key aims is to attract the reader to read the accompanying text which 
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carries the weighty emancipatory information, therefore, having visually 
complex and cluttered images might deter the viewer from reading and making 
sense of the advertisement and hence defeats the purpose of the advertisement.  
It is important to note that a singular uncomplicated image can be 
equally high in modality as a complex painting like Botticelli‟s Primavera. 
Similarly, a solitary image or semiotic metaphor can also possess a degree of 
ambiguity and vagueness and it is this quality of uncertainness which provokes 
the viewer to want to make sense of the visual, and lures him or her to then read 
on to the accompanying linguistic text to find out more. By virtue of how the 
singular image is not situated within a visual narrative but presented in a rather 
decontextualised manner, the viewer is forced to read the verbal text for 
contextual cues to understand the visuals.      
In terms of Royce‟s framework, the effectiveness of singular image can 
also be seen in that intersemiotic relations resulting from the interaction of a 
singular image and the accompanying verbal text are less ambiguous and fairly 
straightforward. In other words, very specific strands of meaning intended by 
the advertiser are produced due to the high “degree/extent [to] which linguistic 
items in a print advertisement contextualize the meaning of the visual [and in 
this case singular] images.”, what Cheong (2004: 188) refers to as 
Contextualisation Propensity. The viewer is immediately cued to make a mental 
connection (which leads to the processing of intersemiotic relations) between 
the solitary image and the linguistic text which is often juxtaposed and 
positioned in close proximity to the visual and very little freedom is allowed for 
the viewer to make alternative interpretations or read other meanings. An image 
which has much detail in terms of Participants, Circumstances and Activities 
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would not be as forthright in yielding the intersemiotic relations between the 
elaborate visuals and the linguistic text.  
An examination of Postcard 2 will help elucidate how singular images 
aid in producing emancipatory messages. The singular image of the moustache 
functions as a point of entry into the intended message of the advertiser. One‟s 
attention is drawn solely to the moustache. Due to its solitary presence, there is 
an element of ambiguity as to what the moustache is doing there (how often 
does one see stand-alone moustaches in advertisements?) and this evokes 
curiosity on the part of the viewer to clarify this ambiguity, the only way to do 
so being to read the accompanying text. Upon reading the text, the visual makes 
clearer sense when the linguistic element “posing as a man” is encountered. A 
strong metonymic relation between maleness and moustache is evoked and the 
meaning potential that is present in this metonymic relation can be used 
effectively because of the singularity of the image. It would be harder to make 
clear linkages between image and text if the image was full of other details, as 
these other details inundate the viewer with a spectrum of possible readings and 
interpretations. A singular image minimizes possible readings and gives the 
advertisement high Contextualisation Propensity and goes right to the heart of 
the emancipatory message and purpose, in this advertisement, it being to inform 
and create awareness of unequal salary scales between genders. To recapitulate 
this section, singularity of images allow for an impacting and precise 
construction of meaning.    
 
4.4  Visual terseness   
 In the previous section I discussed how singularity of images can be 
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powerful and effective due to its high modality. In this section, I introduce a 
concept which I term as visual terseness. Visual terseness can be defined as the 
ability of visual texts and images to be effectively concise, which is to say, a 
visually terse text expresses much using few or simple visuals and is brief in 
form but comprehensive in scope. Unnecessary details are excluded from the 
visual text. Visual terseness can also refer to visual texts and images which are 
forceful and meaningful in expression (pithy) and may have an element of wit or 
polish (be it produced with the aid of another semiotic or on its own) to produce 
particularly effective visual expression.  
The visual terseness of a text is also related to the level and degree of 
(de)contextualisation given in the image as a whole. Kress and van Leeuwen 
(2006: 161) describe contextualisation as “a scale running from the absence of 
background to the most fully articulated and detailed background”. In many 
instances of visually terse texts, there is an absence of a “fully articulated” and 
“detailed” background, or one containing depictions of what is real, the notion 
of real defined as “how much correspondence there is between what we can 
„normally‟ see of an object, in a concrete and specific setting, and what we can 
see of it in a visual representation” (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006: 158). It is 
disengaged from specific contexts. An example to illustrate this is Postcard 7: 
Date Rape, in which we see the bouquet of roses resting on just a plain, simple 
and unmodulated pink background. Even the roses and ribbon are also in similar 
pink, resulting in the image having little “colour differentiation”, what Kress and 
van Leeuwen (2006: 160) liken to a scale running from a maximally diversified 
range of colours to monochrome”. The level of decontextualisation and low 
scale of colour differentiation are factors which contribute to making a visually 
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terse text.   
 Terse visual texts are helpful in emancipatory discourse for several 
reasons, the first of which being its ability to evoke and represent a whole 
segment and event in history just by having one object or participant in the 
visual text. This was discussed with reference to Postcard 1: Bound Feet where 
we saw how the exhibit-like depiction of the solitary pair of lotus shoes brings 
up cultural knowledge of the practice of feet-binding, this being so despite the 
visual text being concise and with few other details.  
Language as a semiotic functioning alone can also evoke cultural 
knowledge but very often, it requires a verbose lengthy piece of writing or 
sentences which may not have the impact and effectiveness that a multimodal 
and visually terse text has. For example, imagine if Postcard 1: Bound Feet was 
purely linguistic; it might look something like “They are doing to her salary 
what they did to women‟s feet by the practice of feet binding in ancient Chinese 
history”. There is clearly a lack of cutting edge in this solely linguistic 
conveying of ideas. The use of the solitary pair of lotus shoes helps deliver the 
message in a forceful and terse manner. It can be argued that language has 
idiomatic expressions which can capture ideas succinctly or evoke knowledge of 
anecdotes, such as Chinese allegorical sayings which are based on fictitious or 
historical stories or scenarios in everyday happenings. However, these idiomatic 
expressions are very specific in meaning, that is, they can only have one or a 
few fixed interpretations. Moreover, idiomatic expressions tend to be clichéd 
and lose their force and effectiveness after some time due to people being over-
familiar to seeing and hearing it being used. Terse visual texts retain an element 
of realism through vibrant portrayal of details (cf. the museum-like 
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characteristics of the lotus shoes), hence is not as likely to become clichéd. Also, 
an object can be presented in many different ways visually, compared to 
idiomatic expressions which are fixed in the way it is said or written, for 
example, the idiom “A rolling stone gathers no moss” is as it is.  
 Secondly, visually terse texts are able to capture a process and action in 
more vivid and thought-provoking ways. This can be seen from how Postcard 5: 
Accidental Beauty works. The topic-focus of the advertisement is that inner 
beauty can come in the form of traits like determination and courage and to 
convey this, Rashmi is visually depicted in a celebratory dance and mood. 
Nothing much else has to be said for the viewer to know Rashmi is in a jovial 
mood, as the visual depictions of her pose, smile and facial expressions are clear 
and natural, yet forceful and meaningful in expressing the celebratory mood and 
process, and this helps to convincingly propel forward the message of 
celebrating one‟s inner beauty.  
 Visual terseness often involves visual ellipsis, that is, the cropping of 
detail or the deliberate withholding of details, for instance, the photographer‟s 
deliberate omission of the girl‟s eyes in Postcard 4: Beautiful, which produces 
an element of vagueness and anonymity. In other words, by not showing the 
girl‟s eyes, the image invites contemplation and reflection, as to what is the 
identity of the girl, why her eyes are hidden why she is holding a rose and so on. 
These questions are clarified upon reading the verbal text. Had the eyes of the 
girl been shown, there is less for the reader to contemplate on and the image of 
the girl would be similar to other portraiture pictures of ladies. Eyes are objects 
which can potentially be very salient when presented and hence the withholding 
of the presentation of the eyes allows the emphasis to be shifted to the rose, 
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which in this advertisement epitomises beauty.  
The withholding or ellipsis of visual details allows for wider options and 
choices for advertisers and designers, as it helps create many possible fields of 
meaning to be tapped upon by the advertiser, from which they can select the 
most convincing and persuasive way of presentation to convey the intended 
message. The omission of details can also help to convey the unspoken or what 
may be too sensitive to verbalise and this is especially useful for the postcards 
relating to rape and sexual harassment, topics which are taboo to discuss too 
openly or with excessive verbosity. Moreover, it is visually very difficult to 
depict an event like rape with sensitivity. Hence, visually terse texts, such as 
those using semiotic metaphors, are very useful in the aspect of dealing with 
sensitive issues and topics.  
 
4.5  Multi-semiotic chains relating to a central idea (or topic-focus) 
Another aspect of multimodal text which makes it suitable for both 
emancipatory discourse and also effective communication in general is its 
ability to construct intersemiotically coherent chains. While language has 
reference chains tracking a single character through a text, multimodal texts can 
create chains referring to the topic-focus or a central idea of an advertisement, 
on which the intended message of the advertiser rests upon. This multimodal 
and intersemiotically coherent chain of reference makes use of a mixture of 
lexical and visual entities to refer to the topic-focus. Visuals and linguistic items 
work in harmony and complementarity to construct these chains, hence the use 
of the term intersemiotic is appropriate. To illustrate this, let us look again at 
Postcard 3: Plastic Cover. In the table below, some intersemiotically coherent 
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chains of reference can be found:  
 Visual elements 
Eyes/Gaze Hands Plastic 
cover 
Face Girl (the 
whole 
image) 
Linguistic elements  
Nominal items  
true selves    X X 
inner beauty X    X  X  
who you really are X    X  X  
Processes/Activities   
reveal  X  X    
show   X  X  X   
remove  X  X    
Table 4.1  Intersemiotically coherent chains of reference in Postcard 3: Plastic cover 
 
We see for example how an intersemiotically coherent chain is 
constructed to refer to the concept and topic-focus of inner beauty and who one 
really is using the linguistic item “inner beauty” and visual elements such as the 
eyes, gaze, face and the whole image of the girl, all of which are reflections of 
who the girl really is and how she looks like beneath the cover she is lifting. 
Another example is how the processes of “reveal” and “show” are captured by 
intersemiotic chains comprising of the linguistic items “reveal” and “show” and 
visual entities like the hands lifting up the veil, the lifted veil itself and the fully 
revealed face of the girl.     
Intersemiotically coherent chains such as the aforementioned are 
beneficial for emancipatory discourse as they can often lend themselves to the 
construal of abstract ideas, which are often central to emancipatory discourse, as 
concepts such as beauty, rights and freedom are often abstract and would be 
better conveyed using multimodal and intersemiotically coherent chains of 
references. Moreover, concepts such as beauty are after all largely visual and 
hence, visual representations will lend themselves well to these emancipatory 
causes. 
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4.6  Intersemiotic fusion 
The final mechanism that I discuss in this section is what I term as 
Intersemiotic Fusion. The closest linguistic equivalent to this concept would be 
interdiscursivity, a concept described by Scollon (1993: 252) as “genres, 
situations, registers, social practices or communities of practices which are 
appropriated as significant aspects of the mediated action.” Scollon cites an 
example used by Fairclough, in which a university brochure appropriates the 
discourse of advertising interdiscursively as part of academic discourse, to 
promote the university as a commodity. Fairclough also discusses how 
conversely, advertisements can imitate the discourse of academics or medical 
practices to lend scholarly credence to advertising claims, hence the common 
appearance of what is known as advertorials in magazines and newspapers 
today. Postcard 6: Marital Rape is also interdiscursive in the way it parodies and 
borrows from a jewelry advertisement, imitating colour schemes, styles, fonts 
and layouts which are typical and commonly associated with jewelry 
advertisements.    
Intersemiotic fusion is somewhat similar to interdiscursivity in that, 
within an advertisement, domains or schemas from different semiotic systems 
are borrowed and/or merged. It differs from interdiscursivity in that 
intersemiotic fusion must involve two or more semiotic systems being fused 
together, such that the world of one semiotic mode and the world of the second 
semiotic mode come together, whereas interdiscursivity can simply involve 
borrowings within the same semiotic system and may not involve fusion of 
semiotic systems. Postcard 8: Incest elucidates this mechanism. In this postcard, 
we see how the visually depicted scenario of a room with wall graffiti on it is 
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fused with the (linguistically represented) intended message AWARE wishes to 
express. What the advertiser attempts to do is to describe possible events in the 
life of a girl who has been sexually abused by her father, in hope that viewers of 
the advertisement who may be struggling from sexual abuse can seek proper 
recourse and help. The advertiser has cleverly borrowed from the schema of a 
diary, weaving these events into the world of the visual image by inserting them 
as diary entries written on the wall like graffiti. What has happened then is the 
world of the image and world of the text is fused together in this advertisement – 
the scribbling on the wall of the room becomes both part of the world of the 
image and the verbal text alluding to the topic-focus of the advertisement.  
 Postcard 9: Sexual Harassment also employs the mechanism of 
intersemiotic fusion. In this postcard, the advertiser has borrowed from the 
schemata (which is visual) of an eye chart but replacing what would usually be 
lone letters on an eye chart with the advertiser‟s intended information and 
emancipatory message. This advertisement works brilliantly by playing on the 
concept and idea of space and this is made even more effective by borrowing 
from the schemata of an eye chart, as with an eye chart, one is not allowed to 
move closer to decipher the words which are too small to read. This concept of 
not being allowed to move beyond delineated boundary parallels the idea of 
moving too close into one‟s personal space. As with Postcard 8: Incest, this 
advertisement has successfully fused the semiotic system of language with that 
of visuals, rendering the words on the eye chart as both visual and verbal and 
also incorporating the spatial element, which is another system on its own.  
  To recap, intersemiotic fusion is a functional and useful mechanism as it 
allows for the most unexpected merging or borrowing of other domains and 
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schemas. Hence, what the examples show is the immense possibilities that 
multi-modal texts offer for emancipatory discourse. Multimodal emancipatory 
texts allow creativity to be explored and exploited in unimaginable yet positive 
ways. Intersemiotic fusion in particular gives advertisers, designers and 
photographers the leeway to create the most unusual combinations and 
depictions which can successfully capture attention and are thought-provoking.  
 
4.7 Summary 
Multimodal emancipatory discourse as mentioned before can become 
more successful and effective when it draws from the meaning potentials of 
language, visual images and the intersemiotic relations that result from the 
interaction between different semiotic systems in very specific ways. This is so 
because of the semiotic synergy produced by the intersemiotic interactions and 
co-workings. In this chapter, I introduced some semiotic mechanisms, namely 
semiotic metaphor, singularity of image, visual terseness, intersemiotically 
coherent chains of reference and intersemiotic fusion, all which can be used to 
construct powerful multimodal emancipatory texts. The AWARE postcards 
demonstrate how the semiotic systems of visuals and language can be used both 
critically and positively to construe “a discourse privileging the heart of the 
matter” (Martin, 2004: 12), the “matters” in AWARE postcards being issues like 
rape, redefining beauty and achieving equal pay scales for women.  
Martin (2004:13) also mentions how “the ways in which values are 
coded in semiosis, and the rhetoric through [which] readers are aligned is 
crucial.” His comment reaffirms how multi-semiotics and multimodality are 
very much suitable and needed to appeal to the current generation who are very 
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multi-sensory, that is they are drawn to multi-semiotic presentations of 
information (hence the term “MTV generation”) which are eye-catching and 
attention-grabbing. Aligning people to emancipatory causes and shared values 
requires designing multimodal texts that can reach a mass audience.  
There is much scope for research in this area into other mechanisms 
which can be used to construct multimodal emancipatory discourse, which are 
beyond the scope of discussion in this thesis, mechanisms such as pictorial 
metaphors (Forceville, 1996), intersemiotic reinforcement of address (Royce, 
1998) which refers to how a viewer can be addressed by two semiotic modes 
concurrently, visual humour, and other semiotic systems such as the spatial and 
tactile, auditory (music), as well as combinations and permutations of these 
modes.   
 Emancipatory discourse could also look at the methods that visual texts 
employ in enticing readers and viewers. One such method which warrants more 
research is what I term visual interpellation. This is an extension of Althusser‟s 
idea of interpellation (Althusser 1984, cited in Mills, 1995). Mills explains that 
“individuals are called into a position of subjecthood: when you recognize your 
role/s in society, you become a subject…interpellation constructs a subject into 
a role or position in the act of hailing” (1995: 67-8). The emphasis here is 
however more on the linguistic – individuals are named or called into positions 
of subjecthood. Lim (2002) gives the example of how a bank advertisement calls 
a woman into a position of subjecthood by naming the various social roles of a 
woman as “daughter”, “wife” and “mother”. However, visual texts can also 
interpellate a viewer by depicting for example, a scene of a family where the 
mother is pictured as being a housewife, domesticated and maternal. More 
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research into methods such as visual interpellation is necessary, as often these 
are the tools used to subconsciously bring people into positions of subjecthood, 

























 Conclusion: Setting a new agenda 
5.1 Infusing critical awareness of multimodal practices into education 
Just as Janks and Ivanic are of the view that examining what it means to 
“read and write from disempowered subject positions in educational 
institutions” (Janks and Ivanic, 1992: 305) can be transformative, as it allows 
the changing of language practices, in the same vein, the learning of what it 
means to view and design images from disempowered subject positions, 
alongside the changing of multimodal discourse practices can also be 
empowering for disadvantaged groups. There is a need for educational 
curriculum to incorporate the critical awareness of how visuals and even other 
semiotic modes carry meaning.  
This could be introduced into programmes such as the current English 
Language Elective Programme offered in three junior colleges, which aims to 
teach students linguistics tools to analyse the English language as it is used 
today, and in relation to different cultures and identity. In addition, in Art, 
design and photography lessons and programmes, students can be taught how to 
design and use images and language, along with semiotic resources from 
different modes effectively, manipulating them for emancipatory purposes, for 
example, designing an advertisement for the Yellow Ribbon Project in 
Singapore, which encourages Singaporeans to help in integrating ex-convicts 
back into mainstream society. The infusing of such a curriculum however has to 
ensure an element of fun and relevance.  
 
5.1.2  Limitations 
In pursuing a multimodal agenda for emancipatory discourse, there will 
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no doubt be difficulties and hindrances people face contesting practices which 
disempower. The first problem is the unwillingness on the part of educational 
curriculum planners to infuse the teaching and learning of multimodal discourse 
practices in their programmes, as the present curriculum is already loaded with 
many subjects, co-curricular activities and enrichment courses. The emphasis on 
examinations might also be a hindrance to any proposal to incorporate the 
learning of multimodality in lessons, if curriculum planners do not see the 
relevance, usefulness and long-term benefits of such an agenda.  
Another major obstacle is the lack of institutional funding and support 
for the production and design of multimodal emancipatory discourse. While it is 
true that “increased economic power and political power for disenfranchised 
groups is the best way to combat prejudice” (Lester, 2003: 104), businesses and 
companies are unlikely to be keen to support emancipatory causes which do not 
yield any monetary benefits for them or have any direct bearing on their 
dealings and profit-making. Notwithstanding, there remains an urgent need to 
create greater critical awareness of multimodal texts as I will explain in the next 
section.    
 
5.1.3 Visual depiction of stereotypes  
One of the reasons why there is a need to infuse the critical awareness of 
multimodal texts in education is it enables people to be critically aware of how 
stereotypes are often perpetuated through visual depictions. Using the example 
of the Labour Day telecast of Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA) Telethon 
and other examples, Lester shows “mainstream media communicate 
stereotypical attitudes, even for a good cause” (Lester, 2003: 91). He explains 
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how those in wheelchairs are not seen as active, independent, and normal people 
and are viewed as helpless and fragile individuals to be pitied.  
The point to be made here is whenever an individual is identified because 
of gender, age, cultural heritage, economic status, sexual orientation, or physical 
disability, the visual message generally communicated about that person often is 
misleading and false. Lester rightly adds on that:  
because pictures affect a viewer emotionally more than words alone 
do, pictorial stereotypes often become misinformed perceptions that 
have the weight of established facts… [and] when pictorial stereotypes 
are repeated enough times, they become part of society‟s culture…, a 
set of learned and mutually accepted rules…, tells us what we should 
do to get along within a particular society as well as what our actions 
mean to others.  
(Lester, 2003: 91, emphasis mine).  
 
What exacerbates the problem of pictorial stereotyping is the people in 
control of media portrayals and which images get seen are often not from the 
groups which are disadvantaged or inaccurately portrayed. 5.8 percent of all 
media personnel identify themselves as a member of another culture and 61 
percent of daily newspapers in the United States do not have any diverse staff 
members (Lester, 2003: 93). These stereotypical depictions can have adverse 
effects too, as can be seen from how the objectification of women can lead to 
social problems like degradation, intimidation, stalking, assault, rape and 
murder. The need to challenge and contest these depictions becomes even more 
urgent and one highly plausible way is to infuse the awareness of the 
multimodal discourse into education curriculum.  
 
5.2 Concluding remarks: Setting a new agenda 
A multimodal approach to discourse analysis is necessary and holds a lot 
of potential for the analysis and uncovering of multimodal texts which convey 
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ideology that unfairly discriminate against, disempower and marginalise groups 
in society. As Jewitt and Jones discuss, such an approach “enables interaction 
that is usually filtered out by a linguistic lens to be included in a data set and to 
be analysed [as] many things are never said and multimodality can offer a way 
to explore what might otherwise be seen only as silence – which often becomes 
non-data” (Jewitt and Jones, 2008: 159). The design and formulation of more 
tool-kits for multimodal analysis is essential because the current ones are 
insufficient and also not “accessible” to the layperson (see Jewitt and Oyama, 
2001: 154). Tool-kits able to “test the claims of interrelatedness of systems of 
meaning” (Royce, 2007: 66) are also strongly recommended.  
 Furthermore, ideals and definitions such as those relating to what 
constitutes beauty are often not linguistically conveyed but through other 
semiotic modes, particularly the visual. It is urgent for such ideals and 
definitions to be challenged as there is an increasing trend of young people 
resorting to harmful methods of enhancing their outward appearances, leading to 
health problems like higher cases of anorexia, bulimia and issues such as body 
image dissatisfaction and poor self-identity, as seem from the higher demand for 
cosmetic and aesthetic surgery. A study which highlights one such health 
problem is Sarwer‟s (1998) research on the prevalence of body dysmorphic 
disorder, what is described as a potential psychiatric contraindication to 
cosmetic surgery in cosmetic surgery populations. In addition, more 
emancipatory portrayals and descriptions of what constitutes beauty should be 
advocated and the publication of which promoted. The AWARE photography 
competition challenging amateur and professional photographers to capture and 
describe what they think is beauty is a good model to follow.  
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This thesis has also encouraged more attention to non-verbal metaphors 
in conceptual metaphor theory, including semiotic metaphor, as these non-verbal 
metaphors have, borrowing Kress‟ description, “the power of the „object without 
language‟ to communicate, to mean; to its role and power in a vast semiotic 
structure, and [to affect] naturalised practices which reach deep into the psychic-
cultural constitution of the people using it… cultural valuations” (Kress, 2000: 
190).  
Non-verbal metaphor and other mechanisms, such as visual terseness, 
singularity of image, multi-semiotic chains of references and intersemiotic 
fusion are but some of the numerous possible mechanisms and features of 
multimodal texts that need further exploration and theorising. Following Kress‟ 
line of thought, it is important to: 
[set] a new agenda of human semiosis in the domain of 
communication and representation. Such an agenda has, as some of its 
most urgent elements, the requirement for a theorisation and a 
description of the full range of semiotic modes in use in a particular 
society; a full understanding of the potentials and limitations of all 
these modes; of their present use in society; of their potentials for their 
interaction and interrelation with each other; and an understanding of 
their place and function in our imaginings of the future.  
(Kress, 2000: 183, emphasis mine).       
 
The power and ability of images to propel forward and indeed re-
energise emancipatory discourse cannot be understated as “images play a role 
which goes far beyond the mere illustration of what is communicated in 
language, and images can contradict and work against spoken and written 
messages” (Jewitt and Oyama, 2001: 155). Jewitt and Oyama go on to say that if 
image analysis can bring this out, it can “help improve and change practices 
(such as the production of information leaflets, or the teaching and assessment 
of learning), which can then lead to [the development of] new semiotic 
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resources and new uses of existing semiotic resources” (ibid., emphasis mine).   
 It is hoped that emancipatory multimodal discourse can provide 
marginalised, discriminated and unfairly represented groups with alternative, 
fairer and accurate readings of their experiences. Adopting Hall‟s definition of 
“preferred meaning‟ (1980: 7), and that all texts work to anchor some meaning 
in preference to others, we can then study multimodal texts and recognize how 
not just language but other semiotic systems contribute to this anchoring of 
meaning. Critical discourse awareness and the construal of emancipatory 
multimodal discourse would enable the readers and producers of discourse to 
“offer opposing content, other language and alternative emphases” (Janks and 
Ivanic, 1992:  307). Discourse that is truly emancipatory takes place “when the 
media regularly celebrate cultural diversity with words and images… [and 
when that happens,] the goal of ending prejudice, racism and discrimination 
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Appendix: Linguistic analyses of postcards 
 
Postcard 1: Plastic Cover  
 


















(You) Reveal your inner beauty 
Implicit Theme Rheme 
































Be it in the eyes of a mother 










Carrier Attribute (Circ) 
 
as she looks at her child 








































































So make do without the makeup and body 
enhancement supplements 












 What [[I want to express]] is  [[that people should not be afraid [to 



























And  reveal  [[who you really 
are]] 
– beautiful 
















Postcard 2: Beautiful  
 



























  Topic 
Theme 
Rheme 
  Subject Finite Circ-Adj 
























































































































































Cause Purpose  
 
and  she agreed 



















so long as  her face would not be  fully  shown  




















































































































Postcard 3: Accidental Beauty 
 
 
[[When she was 
seven years old]] 
a public 
bus 

















Goal Location  
Time 
 [[while she was on the way home from 
school]] 













[[When she was seven years old]]  















[[After being thrown several  metres]] she collapsed 










The driver immediately reversed his vehicle not [to save her] but [to kill 
her] 
Topical Theme Rheme 
Subject 
Mood 



























and (she) went on to learn dancing 
Text Conj Str 
Theme 
Ellipted Theme Rheme 










Her husband fell  in love with her  















after he saw her [[performing on stage]] 


















Rashmi hopes to set up an arts school for the 
disabled 
in the near future 

















Her face is captivating 











and her smile (is) mesmerizing 





















But most beautiful of all is that fierce determination and inner strength 
Text conj str 
Theme 


































































Postcard 4: Moustache  
- Analysis is embedded within the body of thesis 
 
Postcard 5: Bound Feet  
 
Text on back of postcard 
An average Singaporean 
working woman 





























































(It) (is) the organization [[that’s making an effort [to win support for 

















Or visit  www.aware.org.sg 














Please help end a tradition [[that makes a woman pay for 
[[being a woman]] ]] 












































































































Goal Matter  
 
 
























one crime too many 
 







































Or visit  www.aware.org.sg 
 
for help 
























































Postcard 7: Date Rape  
 
Date rape: Don’t let 
 



































whether it  ’s your first date  
 
















































 – when your 
boyfriend  
’s   going too far 






















You ’ve a right [to draw the line] 















If  you need 
 
[to talk to someone about it] 






























Or visit  www.aware.org.sg 
 
for advice and 
counselling 





















Postcard 8: Incest  
 






















































































































































If you, or anyone 
[[you know]] 
is suffering from incest 


































Telephone  1800 774 5935 
 

































Postcard 9: Remembering a Rapist   
 
Front text  
































Back text  
 

































And  few women get the help [[they need]] 


















   
Because  few women report the rape 


















Probably because an estimated 90% 
of rape survivors 



















If you have been raped 































 - Even  if you don’t want to report the rape 











Predicate Predicate Comp 
Residue 






































































Postcard 10: Sexual Harassment  
 
Text at front of postcard 































But  sometimes you may feel [[someone has 
come too close]] 


























(that someone) made you 
 
angry  































(that someone) upset you [[by saying something about 
your body]] or [[ touching 
you without permission]] 






































Text at back of postcard 
 
If you have been a victim of sexual harrassment 





















Or you  know someone [[who may have been a 
victim]] 




























































Call Us  at 1800 774 5935 
 
Rheme 
Finite-Predicate 
Mood-Residue 
Complement 
Residue 
Circ-Adj 
Residue 
Proc 
Material 
Goal Location 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
